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Abstract 

Since the turn of the 21st century, the international aid community has 

embraced an unprecedented focus on education in situations of conflict and 

emergency. This dissertation argues that this growing global focus indicates a 

dramatic shift in how the world responds to humanitarian crises and how it 

envisions the role of education. It points to an earlier world in which humanitarian 

and development domains were more strictly divided and where education, 

though integral part of development, was not seen as a necessary social service to 

be delivered in times of humanitarian emergency. In three articles, the dissertation 

examines the factors that have facilitated today’s unprecedented global 

mobilization around education in crisis settings, studies the striking expansion of 

a global network that has been integral to this mobilization, and investigates how 

global specialists experience their work in this emergent professional field. 

Taking a historical perspective, the first article centers on meta-cultural 

changes at the world level that have facilitated the rise of a global field of action 

centered on education in crises. I highlight the rise of a global cultural emphasis 

on the rights and needs of the individual human person in the neo-liberal era. 

Combined with processes of globalization and professionalization, I argue that 

this emphasis on the empowered individual brought humanitarianism and 

development closer together and facilitated a global campaign for worldwide 

schooling in the post-Cold War era, which in turn allowed for a sub-mobilization 

around education in emergencies by global professionals committed to the issue. 

Drawing on descriptive data, the article documents the dimensions of an emergent 
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global field centered on education in conflict and crisis, spanning the 

humanitarian and development domains. 

The second article examines the expansion of a global network promoting 

education in emergencies, founded in 2000 in Geneva, which by 2014 had more 

than 10,000 members based in over 150 countries at international aid 

organizations, national non-governmental organizations and governments, 

universities and schools, and the private sector. The article’s goal is to explain 

how an organized global movement centered on emergency education, historically 

not seen as a major global issue, mobilized thousands of people around the world 

in a relatively short time frame. It analyzes network members’ countries of 

residence through cross-national panel models and their organizational affiliations 

through descriptive statistics. The article argues that the mobilization built on a 

today vastly expanded global organizational infrastructure linking world centers 

to crisis-affected peripheries. The empirical analysis demonstrates a two-pronged 

expansion in the network’s membership, with the highest growth rates found in 

the Western and wealthy advanced democracies, but high growth also happening 

in poor, aid-dependent countries struggling with displacement. Importantly, it is 

shown that in both contexts, members are heavily affiliated with international 

organizations. 

The third article is focused on the global professional community that has 

accompanied and fueled the rise of this field. The article draws on interviews with 

expatriate specialists working on education in conflict and emergency settings at a 

range of humanitarian and development organizations. Given the recentness of 
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education in emergencies as a global professional task, the article asks: how do 

international specialists working in this field understand and negotiate their 

professional identity and activity in an institutional field that is still in the 

making? Findings highlight debates around the field’s relationship to the more 

established professional domain of educational development and around reliance 

on local and practice-based knowledge versus abstract and portable 

generalizations. At the same time, however, there is strong consensus, based more 

on moral principle than on technocratic vision, around this being a distinctive 

professional domain wherein global action and intervention is needed.  

In delineating the move of education from being primarily a development 

activity to its increasing entrenchment in humanitarian-type settings, this 

dissertation illuminates a major global transformation that is bound to profoundly 

shape the international education sector and national systems of schooling in 

crisis-affected countries in the coming decades. More broadly, it highlights how 

world cultural, historical, and organizational contingencies shape how the 

international community responds to humanitarian emergencies and which of the 

many needs of emergency-affected populations receive global attention. 
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Dissertation Introduction 

This dissertation examines a growing, and unprecedented, global focus on 

the promotion of education in contexts affected by violent conflicts, natural 

disasters, and epidemics. Since the turn of the 21st century, a global field of 

organizational, professional, and academic action and interaction has developed, 

rallying development and humanitarian actors around the delivery of education in 

acute and protracted crises (Kagawa 2005; Novelli and Lopes Cardozo 2008; 

Davies and Talbot 2008). The development of this new field, frequently referred 

to by the shorthand of “education in emergencies,” has been reflected in the 

striking growth of new organizations, professional communities, and funding 

streams as well as publications and training programs, all dedicated to promoting 

young people’s education in situations of conflict and emergency. The dominant 

discourse on the topic sees this mobilization as an obvious, necessary 

phenomenon and centers its attention on what more can be done to better provide 

children and youth in crisis-affected contexts with a quality education (see e.g. the 

chapters in Mundy and Dryden-Petersen 2011).  

Granting the normative attraction of these arguments but taking a step 

back analytically, I argue that the rise of education in emergencies as a 

professionally managed global enterprise should not be taken for granted as 

natural or inevitable. Indeed, the recent ambitious global action and advocacy 

around the issue stands in sharp contrast with earlier norms and practices. There is 

an earlier worldview in which violent conflicts, natural disasters, and epidemics 

did not prompt a global call for education (Burde 2007, 2014; Dryden-Peterson 
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2011, 2016). Historically, the international aid sector has been rather sharply 

divided into short-term humanitarian relief focused on acute needs triggered by 

emergencies and long-term development efforts targeting poverty alleviation and 

economic growth. Education in this worldview was largely seen as anchored in 

the developmental space. Humanitarian agencies focused their interventions on 

human survival through shelter, food, and medicine, not on human development 

through education. Moreover, although education had become an important 

development activity, development agencies were little concerned with 

educational issues unique to conflict or disaster settings. With the exception of 

fragmented and modest global investments in refugee education, the exclusion of 

education in the global services delivered in conflict and disaster zones thus used 

to be taken as a given. Against this backdrop, I argue that the rise of a global 

organizational field and profession dedicated to education in emergencies 

necessitates academic explanation. To this end, the goal of the dissertation is to 

explain and examine the formation of this field in three articles, empirically 

drawing on descriptive indicators of its structuration, panel analyses of a global 

network central in the mobilization for education in emergencies, and interviews 

with expatriate specialists working on the issue. 

My argument in the first article calls attention to macro-institutional shifts 

at the global level. I highlight the rise of a distinct global cultural emphasis on the 

rights and needs of the individual human person in the neo-liberal post-Cold War 

era. Combined with processes of globalization and professionalization, this 

cultural emphasis on the empowered individual brought humanitarianism and 
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development closer together and facilitated a global campaign for worldwide 

schooling in the 1990s and 2000s, which in turn allowed for a sub-mobilization 

around education in emergencies on behalf of global professionals committed to 

the issue. Drawing on descriptive data, the article then documents the dimensions 

of the emergent global field of education in emergencies, illustrating the rise of 

global networks, standards, and declarations, the incorporation of the issue into 

the development and humanitarian infrastructure, and the rise of an academic field 

and specialized training programs.  

The second article examines the expansion of a global network that has 

been key to the mobilization for education in emergencies: the Inter-Agency 

Network for Education in Emergencies (INEE). Founded in 2000 in Geneva by a 

small group of aid professionals, the INEE in 2014 had grown into a network of 

more than 10,000 individuals based in over 150 countries at international aid 

organizations as well as national non-governmental organizations and 

governments, universities and schools, and the private sector. The article’s goal is 

to explain how an organized global movement centered on emergency education, 

historically not a major global concern, mobilized thousands of people around the 

world in a relatively short time frame. The article empirically analyzes the 

organizational affiliations and countries of residence of INEE members. It argues 

that the global mobilization for emergency education built on a today vastly 

expanded global organizational infrastructure linking world centers to crisis-

affected peripheries. The analysis demonstrates a two-pronged expansion in the 

INEE’s membership, with the highest growth rates found in the Western and 
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wealthy advanced democracies, but high growth also happening in poor, aid-

dependent countries struggling with population displacement. Importantly, in both 

contexts members are heavily affiliated with international organizations. 

The third article is focused on the emergence of a global professional 

community that has accompanied and fueled the rise of education in emergencies 

as a global field. It draws on semi-structured interviews with 31 expatriate 

specialists working on education in conflict and emergency settings at a range of 

international governmental and non-governmental organizations spanning the 

humanitarian and development domains. Given the recentness of education in 

emergencies as a global professional task, the article asks: how do international 

specialists working in this field understand and negotiate their professional 

identity and activity in an institutional field that is still in the making? Findings 

highlight contestations and debates, as there often are prior to a field becoming 

institutionalized, notwithstanding consensus around this being a distinctive 

domain wherein global action and professional intervention are needed. 

Concretely, contestations remain around the field’s relationship to the more 

established professional domain of educational development and the question of 

how much to emphasize local and practice-based knowledge versus abstract 

principles and portable practices.  

As each article has been written as a stand-alone piece, there is some 

repetition in the description of the phenomenon and its background and 

significance.  The three articles are also united in an emphasis on institutional 

forces of culture and legitimacy, with the dissertation theoretically grounded in 
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the new institutionalism in sociology, particularly its macro-application to world 

society (Meyer and Rowan 1977; Powell and DiMaggio 1991; Meyer et al. 1997). 

The first article centers on sweeping institutional changes at the world level that 

have facilitated the unanticipated rise of a global field of action centered on 

education in humanitarian crises. The second article examines linkages between 

the global education in emergencies movement and individuals engaged in 

relevant education work in different institutional contexts around the world. The 

last article moves further down to the micro-level by examining the making of 

education in emergencies as an institutional field through the experiences of 

relevant international specialists.  

On a final note, I take an expansive approach in the global efforts I group 

under the shorthand of “education in emergencies.” Along with the rise of this 

field have come new, and changing, labels and categories to describe the 

enterprise. Originally, the field developed out of the refugee education and the 

emergency experience, and this legacy is reflected in the category of “education 

in emergencies” that became the initial and still dominant classification. But in its 

expansion, the field has incorporated a growing set of actors from both the 

humanitarian and development domains, and new labels and categories have 

emerged to describe distinctive approaches and frameworks within the broader 

undertaking, such as “education and conflict,” “education and fragility,” 

“education in conflict-affected and fragile states,” “education in conflict and 

crisis,” and “education in emergencies and protracted crises.” I recognize that 

these labels have meaning and underpin what in actuality are differing emphases, 
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distinguishing for instance more short-term, emergency-focused approaches from 

longer-term, more developmental and preventative endeavors. Indeed, my final 

chapter explicitly delves into contestations around these different frameworks. 

The dissertation as a whole, however, takes a macro-view on the field, including 

the various strands and fringes that have emerged, and I use the term “education 

in emergencies” as a simple way to capture the enterprise in its entirety rather 

than signaling a particular approach.   

The following three chapters of the dissertation contain each of these three 

articles and are followed by a conclusion that spells out the contributions of the 

project as a whole and highlights future avenues for research.  
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Article 1: Global Rules and Special Categories – Education for All and 

the Global Turn to Education in Emergencies 

	
Abstract 

Since the turn of the 21st century, an unprecedented focus on education in 

situations of conflict and crisis has emerged in the international aid community. 

This article argues that this shift is surprising given earlier divides between 

humanitarian and development activities and the assumption that education, 

though integral part of development, was not a necessary social service to be 

delivered in humanitarian crises. Given its sharp contrast with earlier norms and 

practices, the article asks: how can we explain this rise and institutionalization of 

a global field of action centered on education in humanitarian crises? The article 

offers a macro-sociological explanation to this question and empirically 

documents this important global shift. It argues that education in emergency and 

conflict situations emerged as a specialized global field as a result of broader 

world cultural processes that generated the global normative and organizational 

infrastructures allowing international education professionals to push for the 

issue, by re-casting emergencies as threats to education and facilitating 

mobilization. Drawing on descriptive data, the article then documents the 

dimensions of this emergent global field, illustrating the rise of global networks, 

standards, and declarations, the incorporation of the issue into the development 

and humanitarian infrastructure, and the rise of an academic field and specialized 

training programs – all dedicated to promoting young people’s education in 

situations of conflict and emergency. 
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Introduction 

In May 2016, a new fund was launched at the World Humanitarian 

Summit to catalyze unprecedented global investment in the delivery of education 

in situations of conflict and emergency. “Education Cannot Wait,” as the fund is 

called, aims to raise US$4 billion within the first five years, with the overall goal 

of reaching “all crisis-affected children and youth with safe, free and quality 

education by 2030” (Agenda for Humanity 2016, emphasis added). A few months 

later, the 71st United Nations (UN) General Assembly re-affirmed this 

commitment, with leaders applauding the efforts to “establish Education Cannot 

Wait, the world’s first fund for education in emergencies and protracted crises, 

championing children’s right to access education in the most complex and 

dangerous environments” (The White House 2016).  

Prevailing rhetoric understandably deplores that these efforts “are just the 

tip of the iceberg in terms of what’s needed” (Huffington Post 2016). And yet the 

excitement surrounding the enterprise glosses over the fact that an ambitious 

global fund devoted to education in humanitarian crises is a striking and novel 

phenomenon. As recently as twenty-five years ago, the education of crisis-

affected populations was not on the international agenda – bar some modest 

global refugee education efforts (Dryden-Peterson 2011, 2016). Humanitarian 

agencies focused their interventions on human survival through shelter, food, and 

medicine, not on human development through education (Burde 2007). And while 

education had become an important development activity, development agencies 

were little concerned with educational issues unique to conflict or disaster 
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settings. Since the turn of the 21st century, however, a striking global mobilization 

for education in humanitarian crises has galvanized, culminating in the launch of 

the “Education Cannot Wait” fund. In the course of only two decades, a highly 

organized global field1 has emerged, frequently referred to as “Education in 

Emergencies,”2 bringing together humanitarian and development actors and 

frameworks in a growing range of educational interventions in conflict- and 

emergency-affected contexts (Kagawa 2005; Novelli and Lopes Cardozo 2008; 

Davies and Talbot 2008).  

Given its sharp contrast with earlier norms and practices, how can we 

explain this unanticipated rise and institutionalization of a global field of action 

centered on education in emergency situations? This article offers a macro-

sociological explanation to this question and empirically documents this 

important global shift. It argues that education in emergencies emerged as a 

specialized global field as a result of broader world cultural processes (Meyer et 

al. 1997) that generated the global normative and organizational infrastructures 

allowing international education professionals to push for the issue, by re-casting 

emergencies as threats to education and facilitating mobilization. Education has 

for some time been a globally diffused institution (Meyer, Ramirez, and Soysal 

																																																								
1 The notion of a field here refers to organizations and individuals collectively 
2 I am using “Education in Emergencies” as a broad umbrella term to capture a 

broadening enterprise in its entirety. It is important to note that the field is 
referred to by different names, such as “Education and Conflict,” “Education in 
Conflict and Crisis,” “Education in Conflict-Affected and Fragile States,” and, 
most recently, “Education in Emergencies and Protracted Crises.” While the 
different terminology does capture subtle differences in perspective, “Education 
in Emergencies” has been a widely used, if not entirely uncontroversial, term to 
capture all the various strands and I adopt it here for simplicity.  
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1992). But it is only more recently that a growing cultural emphasis on 

individuals, coupled with actual and perceived globalization, has explicitly shifted 

its discursive and organizational structures to the global level (Ball 2012; Mundy 

et al. 2016). Abstractly, this has generated powerful global norms around the 

universal promotion of education, and a supranational organizational and 

professional structure to enforce them. Concretely, these cultural processes 

consolidated in the “Education for All (EFA)” movement of the post-Cold War 

era – an ambitious global campaign starting in the 1990s to secure worldwide 

access to education (Chabbott 2003; King 2007; Mundy 2007). EFA, and the 

diffuse educational globalization underpinning it, were pivotal in facilitating the 

rise of a specialized global field dedicated to education in emergency situations 

and the re-construction of humanitarian crises as appropriate spaces for global 

educational intervention. Normatively, a universalistic emphasis on the 

incorporation of all individuals into education facilitated the conception of special 

categories of persons whose education was at risk and where global action was 

needed, such as those affected by conflict and emergencies (Bromley and Andina 

2010). Organizationally, the EFA conferences and associated activities provided a 

mobilizing platform for education in emergencies champions in diverse global 

agencies without organizational commitment to the issue, allowing them to form 

an inter-agency alliance with other, similarly minded, professionals. More 

broadly, the article argues that these dynamics are underpinned by the rise of a set 

of core cultural assumptions about the ontological primacy of individuals and 

their right to, and development through education, and the universalistic authority 
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of professionals and virtues of organization and rationalization in attending to 

these matters. 

Through a detailed analysis of the field’s emergence, this article 

articulates this argument and empirically documents the impressive structuration 

of a specialized global field devoted to education in conflict and emergency 

settings over the past two decades. Drawing on descriptive data, it illustrates the 

rise of global networks, standards, and declarations, the incorporation of the issue 

into the development and humanitarian infrastructure, and the rise of an academic 

field and specialized training programs – all dedicated to promoting young 

people’s education in situations of conflict and emergency. The contribution of 

the article lies in un-packing one of the most striking global transformations in 

recent decades: the growing global focus on the delivery of education in situations 

of conflict and emergency. It argues that this development is surprising given 

earlier divides between humanitarian and development activities and the 

assumption that education, though integral part of development, was not a 

necessary social service to be delivered in humanitarian crises. It illustrates how 

these earlier norms and practices were overturned by a universalistic global 

emphasis on education for all, which allowed for an unprecedented global sub-

mobilization around education in emergencies. Education for all, in essence, 

mandated education in emergencies, de-legitimating an earlier taken-for-granted 

absence of education in global responses to humanitarian crises.  
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Education and the Historic Divide between Relief and Development   

The modern aid industry has traditionally been divided into short-term 

humanitarian relief responding to acute needs triggered by emergencies (like 

violent conflicts, disasters, droughts, or epidemics) and longer-term development 

assistance aiming to alleviate poverty and promote social, economic, and political 

development. Humanitarianism has a long history, dating back to at least the 19th 

century and the creation of the International Committee of the Red Cross and the 

Geneva Conventions, specifying humanitarian protections for wounded soldiers 

and noncombatants (Finnemore 1999). The humanitarian worldview emphasizes 

the common humanity and inherent rights of war victims and calls for a “neutral” 

space wherein they can be assisted without interference by national states and 

warring parties, based on the “charity principle” and satisfaction of basic needs 

(Exteberria 2001, 82). Development is younger, although missionary and other 

civilizing projects took place in the colonies long before development was coined 

as a formal enterprise, with important parallels to the latter’s progress narrative 

(see e.g. Kothari 2006). Its inception as a sector lies in the post-World War II 

years, which saw Truman’s “Four Points” speech in 1949, as well as the 

establishment of the Organization for European Cooperation to carry out the 

Marshall Plan in 1948, which in 1960 would become the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).  

For much of the Cold War period, humanitarian and development 

activities were carried out on the basis of an assumed division between the two 

sectors (Raisin and Ramsbotham 2001). While humanitarianism is older, it is 
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important to note that development was more formalized as part of the world 

order during that time, strongly embedded in the United Nations and within 

bilateral and multilateral aid agencies (Chabbott 2003). In contrast, until the 

1990s, there were “only a handful of major relief agencies” and indeed many 

international non-governmental organizations (INGOs) that had started as relief 

organizations in the early part of the century had moved into development, even if 

also retaining an emergency response capacity (Save the Children is a good 

example) (Barnett 2005, 729). It was after the Cold War that humanitarian aid as a 

percentage of total aid increased sharply and the sector experienced great 

expansion (Fearon 2008). During that time, the gap between the two sectors began 

to be problematized, as reflected in discourse around the “relief-development 

conundrum” (Slim 1997, 9). This is connected to both sectors moving toward 

rights-based approaches and an interest in the root causes of conflict and crisis – 

envisioned to lie in underdevelopment (Slim 2000; Duffield 2001; Raisin and 

Ramsbotham 2001; Barnett 2005, 2011). In addition, there was a widespread 

perception that the 1990s saw more emergencies (a perception for which there is 

little evidence) of an increasingly protracted nature (which is empirically 

supported) (see e.g. Fearon and Laitin 2003; Hironaka 2005). The divide between 

development and humanitarianism has thus narrowed since the end of the Cold 

War, though it continues to be institutionalized within many aid agencies and 

funding mechanisms.  

The recent development of a sub-field dedicated to the promotion of 

education in humanitarian crises is a symbol for these blurring boundaries. As 
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international development was institutionalized over the second half of the 

twentieth century, education became envisioned as a fundamental ingredient 

(Chabbott and Ramirez 2000). Modernization and human capital theories played a 

central role in linking education with development outcomes, especially economic 

growth (Fagerlind and Saha 1989; Fuller 1990). Organizational specializations in 

educational development thus proliferated among multilateral, bilateral, and 

international non-governmental agencies (King 1991; Mundy 1998; Mundy and 

Murphy 2001; Bromley 2010). In sharp contrast, education was rarely delivered 

in global humanitarian responses. The traditional view was that humanitarian 

responses were supposed to be apolitical; they delivered the basic necessities for 

human survival and avoided engaging in socially transformative activities like 

education or the promotion of human rights (Fox 2001; Burde 2007, 2014).  

There were some feeble efforts to provide education for refugees. In fact, 

the modern global refugee regime dates back to the Second World War, which 

had generated massive displacement in Europe, and early on referred to education 

(Malkki 1995). The global mandate for refugee education was first assigned to the 

UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), and then 

gradually shifted to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) starting 

in 1967. Until the 1980s, however, global refugee education initiatives consisted 

of limited efforts to support refugees’ self-help initiatives and provide post-

secondary scholarships for individual refugees (World University Service 1968; 

Dryden-Peterson 2011). When UNHCR began to administer refugee camps 

directly in the 1980s, education for refugees became a separate endeavor from 
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schooling for local children, often supported by faith-based and locally embedded 

organizations like the Jesuit Refugee Service (Waters and LeBlanc 2005; Jesuit 

Refugee Service 2005). And yet until refugee education morphed into an 

expanded global mobilization for education in emergency settings more broadly, 

global refugee education initiatives were “a loose collection of educational 

programs deeply embedded in local contexts” (Dryden-Peterson 2016, 195). All 

in all, humanitarian settings were thus not envisioned as spaces for global 

educational interventions for most of the twentieth century. It is important to note 

that educational development efforts also did not focus on these issues. Chabbott 

(2003) has conducted a detailed analysis of educational development discourse 

and programming from 1950 to 1995 and reports no emphasis on educational 

issues unique to conflict and disaster settings.  

All of this changed quite dramatically around the turn of the 21st century, 

with the emergence of a dedicated global field within the international aid sector 

in which humanitarian and development actors rally around the promotion of 

education in emergency situations (Kagawa 2005; Novelli and Lopes Cardozo 

2008; Davies and Talbot 2008; Bengtsson and Dryden-Peterson 2016). The field’s 

target is education in contexts where it is disrupted by violent conflict, natural 

disasters, or epidemics – straddling acute and protracted crises (Nicolai, Hine, and 

Wales 2015). The populations of concern are children and youth living within the 

borders of affected countries (including non-displaced and internally displaced 

persons), as well as those displaced across international borders (refugees). The 

field’s core agenda is to improve educational access and quality for these 
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populations, focusing primarily on basic education, but currently expanding into 

early childhood care and higher education. Beyond issues of access and quality, 

the field has also embraced questions of prevention (i.e., conflict-mitigation and 

peace-building through education reform and education for disaster risk 

reduction).  

 

Global Rules, Special Categories, and a Professional Mobilization for 

Education in Emergencies 

This development of education in conflict and emergencies as a field is 

remarkable because it indicates a contestation of the divide between relief and 

development and the earlier taken-for-granted assumption that while education 

was integral to the latter, it had little place in the former. Through a detailed 

analysis of the history of the field’s emergence and its embeddedness in broader 

processes of globalization, the following paragraphs shed light on the factors that 

facilitated this shift. The dynamics described are underpinned at a meta-level by 

the rise of several core cultural assumptions. One is a growing emphasis on the 

individual human person and the centrality of education as an individual human 

need, undercutting earlier assumptions about education serving primarily the 

national state. A second is an increased authority of the professions in informing 

the activities that attend to individuals’ educational needs, weighing in with 

portable best practices and ideas about a common humanity without borders. A 

third consists in the virtues of organization and associated rationalization as a 
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means to this end. The dynamics described in the following paragraphs are 

testament to these cultural underpinnings. 

It is widely recognized that education has become one of the most defining 

institutions of national societies (Baker 2014). From early origins as nation-

building project, national systems of educational organization have been 

institutionalized in virtually every country (Ramirez and Boli 1987). Across the 

world, primary, secondary, and even tertiary enrolments have expanded 

tremendously, brushing away earlier concerns about over-education (Coombs 

1968; Meyer, Ramirez, and Soysal 1992; Schofer and Meyer 2005). Child rearing 

is reframed as education and toddlers come under the purview of the school; early 

childhood education programs proliferate cross-nationally (Wotipka et al. 2017). 

And education has become central in the stratification systems of countries 

worldwide, with individual and national hopes pinned on education’s promise of a 

more prosperous future (Brint 2006; Breen et al. 2009).  

Perhaps less theorized is the fact that in recent decades much of 

educational talk and action takes place at the global level, with policy-makers, 

activists, and academics alike now routinely talking and acting as if there were 

one integrated worldwide education system. Building on the global diffusion of 

education but challenging its embeddedness in the national state, a supranational 

educational infrastructure has emerged and is growing rapidly, particularly since 

the 1990s, filled with organizations, associations, policies, and globally 

legitimated professions (Ball 2012; chapters in Mundy et al. 2016). Beyond 

nationally rooted organizations with global goals, there has been explosive growth 
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in explicitly international and global organizations focused on education (Mundy 

1998; Mundy and Murphy 2001; Bromley 2010). The knowledge system is 

increasingly envisioned as universal, evidenced in the rise of global curricula (like 

the International Baccalaureate), international rankings and testing regimes, and a 

proliferation of global best practices – all underpinned by an assumption that good 

education is good education everywhere (Meyer and Benavot 2013; Smith 2016). 

Much of this is fueled by, and further generates, global professional activity. 

Many educational fields and their associated professionals have become 

structured supra-nationally, with global conferences and professional 

development programs, and international educational development has certainly 

become the jurisdiction of global education experts trained in specialized graduate 

programs (Chabbott 1998).   

Spurred on one hand by unprecedented globalization in reality and 

perception (and itself a facet of it), the rise of this world educational 

superstructure is underpinned culturally by a growing emphasis on the individual 

human person, and their right to and development through education. Especially 

with the entrenchment of neo-liberalism, the ‘cult of the individual’ (Durkheim 

1969) has become a dominant global ideology, with agency and rights 

increasingly seen as inhering in individual persons, rather than social collectives 

(Meyer and Jepperson 2000). The notion of rights stemming from humans’ 

inherent entitlement, not their national states, underpinned dramatic expansions in 

the global human rights regime (Tsutsui and Wotipka 2004; Koo and Ramirez 

2009), leading to greater emphases on the protection of all sorts of rights, 
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including in education (Elliott 2007, 2014). Along with a great many social 

transformations (see e.g., Frank, Camp, and Boutcher 2010), the rise in 

individualism has thus contributed to a growing global focus on education, 

understood as human right and central element in human development (Ramirez, 

Meyer, and Lerch 2016).  

The critical point is that the promotion of education as an individual 

human need has become a central global goal in recent decades, promoted by 

increasingly authoritative global organizational and professional structures. These 

cultural processes consolidated most dramatically in the Education for All (EFA) 

movement of the post-Cold War era. The EFA movement, for the first time, saw 

policymakers and representatives of global civil society in education agreeing on 

a world strategy to promote universal basic education for children and reduce 

illiteracy rates among youth and adults (King 2007; Mundy 2007). Convened by 

UNESCO, the World Bank, the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and the UN 

Development Programme (UNDP), the 1990s and 2000s saw a number of global 

conferences and declarations in pursuit of this strategy. The first EFA conference 

in Jomtien in 1990 generated global goals for education and corresponding 

monitoring mechanisms. Ten years later, the World Education Forum in Dakar 

took stock of advances and obstacles to EFA and pledged amended targets. In 

2015, at the third conference, the Incheon Declaration was adopted, re-affirming 

global goals for quality education and lifelong learning for all by 2030 – now 

incorporated into the new Sustainable Development Agenda and no longer 

referred to as EFA. 
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These diffuse cultural processes and their organizational consolidation in 

the EFA movement were central to the development of a specialized global field 

devoted to education in conflict and emergency settings. In an abstracted sense, a 

global universalistic emphasis on education for all makes it possible to think of 

special situations where education is at risk, necessitating global intervention. 

Once the promotion of education becomes a world pursuit, it is easier to see 

humanitarian crises as threats to education, de-legitimating an earlier taken-for-

granted absence of education in global responses to humanitarian crises. 

Particularly the conception of education as human right implies universality, 

mandating its protection in any situation (Bromley and Andina 2010). A domestic 

analogy is the emergence of “special education” as a category, arising out of the 

institutionalization of mass education as right and obligation (Powell 2006).  

Organizationally, these dynamics are illustrated by the powerful role of 

the EFA movement and its associated conferences in the rise of emergency 

education as a global field. The important role of conferences in shaping fields of 

action is widely recognized, with some scholars interpreting them as field-

configurating events “that encapsulate and shape the development of professions, 

technologies, markets, and industries” (Lampel and Meyer 2008, 1026). Global 

conferences in particular bring together national delegations and scores of non-

state actors from different organizations; they are spaces where frameworks and 

declarations are generated, networks constructed, and global plans and standards 

set (Chabbott and Ramirez 2000). While the importance of EFA in global 

educational action is widely acknowledged, my argument below is to highlight its 
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centrality in enabling the rise of a whole new global mobilization and 

infrastructure centered on education in emergencies that profoundly altered how 

the international community responds to humanitarian crises.  

The conference activities at the first EFA meeting in Jomtien in 1990 did 

not include a special focus on education in situations of conflict and crisis, 

although the Jomtien Declaration made brief mention of “war, occupation, [and] 

civil strife” as some of the “daunting problems” that “constrain efforts to meet 

basic learning needs” (World Conference on Education for All 1990). Individual 

education officers working on refugee education who attended that first meeting 

recall frustration with this lack of attention to an issue that also saw extremely 

limited investment within their own agencies (personal interview). Around this 

time, a number of sporadic and relatively feeble inter-agency initiatives focused 

on refugee education had started to emerge. In the 1980s, the International 

Extension College (a now defunct UK nonprofit dedicated to long distance 

learning) had developed plans for an inter-agency body for refugee education 

(Retamal and Aedo-Richmond 1998). A lack of funding and scope for inter-

agency collaboration meant the plans never came to fruition (Retamal and Aedo-

Richmond 1998). In 1990, representatives from UNHCR and the World 

University Service convened a Consultation on the Provision and Co-ordination 

of Education for Refugees in Geneva, which led to the creation of a working 

group and the revision of UNHCR’s guidelines for refugee education, now 

through an inter-agency lens. However, these efforts, too, were short-lived and 
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crumbled when a key figure involved in the enterprise passed away (Retamal and 

Aedo-Richmond 1998).  

In the run-up to the mid-decade EFA meeting in Amman in 1996, 

however, the mobilization began to stick. In 1995, the Global Information 

Network in Education (GINIE) project was initiated by a small group of educators 

at the International Council for Distance Education in Oslo and the University of 

Pittsburgh, funded by the United States Agency for International Development 

(USAID). Its task was to act as an online “information repository on education in 

transition crisis situations, to support rapid response capability” (GINIE 1998). In 

May 1996, the UNESCO International Bureau of Education organized an Inter-

Agency Consultation Meeting on Education for Humanitarian Assistance and 

Refugees, leading to the creation of an ad-hoc inter-agency working group of 

professionals committed to the issue “to coordinate educational efforts in complex 

emergencies and improve emergency educational responses,” which soon linked 

up with the GINIE information network project (GINIE 1998). In June 1996, the 

mid-decade Review meeting on Education for All in Amman devoted one of its 

open dialogue sessions to “delivering basic education in situations of crisis and 

transition” and incorporated these concerns into the Amman Affirmation as an 

emerging challenge (Tawil 1997; World Education Forum 2000).  

In the second half of the 1990s, these activities started to consolidate, in 

preparation for the second Education for All conference in Dakar in 2000. In 

advance of Dakar, UNESCO was tasked with coordinating an inter-agency effort 

to prepare a “Thematic Study on Education in Situations of Emergency and 
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Crisis” to review the current situation of education in emergency situations and 

offer recommendations for addressing the challenges (World Education Forum 

2000a). The study, put together by a group of professionals committed to the 

issue, concluded that: 

“The widespread outbreaks of civil conflict above all have made EFA a 
distant prospect for many populations, contrary to the hopes of Jomtien. 
[…] EFA policy for the next decade must therefore focus more strongly on 
the prevention of conflict and on restoration of the right to education to 
children affected by conflict and disaster. EFA policy for the next decade 
must recognize that education in emergency is education for development 
and conflict prevention and can be the opportunity for educational 
transformation. EFA policy for the coming decade must include the 
development of norms and standards for education in complex emergencies 
and post-emergency situations. EFA policy for the next decade requires 
inter-agency co-operation and co-ordination, at international and field level, 
to restore access to education in emergency situations […].” (World 
Education Forum 2000a, 40) 

 At the EFA meeting in Dakar in 2000, these issues were discussed at a 

special Strategy Session on Education in Emergencies and Crisis, organized by a 

group of UN and INGO representatives and attended by ministers of education 

and key officials from development and humanitarian agencies. The Dakar 

Framework for Action emphasized the barrier that conflict and disaster posed to 

reaching the EFA goals (World Education Forum 2000b) and education in 

situations of emergency and crisis became one of nine EFA flagship programs 

(UNESCO 2004). At Dakar, it was decided to formalize the ad-hoc inter-agency 

working group arrangements centered on the issue. After the forum, UNESCO, 

UNICEF, and UNHCR thus convened a Global Consultation on Education in 

Emergencies in Geneva in late 2000, attended by around 90 representatives from 

humanitarian and development agencies (UNHCR 2000). At this meeting the first 

and most important formal global network in the field, the Inter-Agency Network 
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for Education in Emergencies (INEE), was founded. Its online platform built on 

the website and list-serve created by the earlier GINIE project, and its first 

steering group included representatives from UNESCO, UNICEF, UNHCR, the 

Cooperative for Assistance and Relief Everywhere (CARE), the International 

Rescue Committee (IRC), and the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC). Its task 

was to make progress on the challenges identified at Dakar, illustrated in the 

above quote. 

The formation of the INEE in 2000 and its subsequent lobbying efforts 

catalyzed the rise of an extensive global infrastructure dedicated to education in 

humanitarian crises in the years that followed. The sections below document the 

rise of these new global structures empirically. For now it is worth mentioning 

some key highlights; more details are offered in Table 1.1, which gives a timeline 

of important events. In 2004, the INEE developed the first iteration of what are 

now widely used global standardization tools for providing a common minimum 

level of education in acute and protracted crises (INEE 2004, 2010). In 2006, a 

Global Education Cluster was established in the UN Office for the Coordination 

of Humanitarian Affairs to coordinate humanitarian responses in the education 

sector. In 2010, the UN General Assembly passed a Resolution protecting the 

right to education in emergency situations (UNGA 2010). Also in 2010, a group 

of agencies formed the Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack to 

address the problem of targeted attacks on education during armed conflict. In 

2015, it launched the Safe Schools Declaration, a non-binding instrument 

committing adopters to protect schools and universities from military use during 
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war. Action for education in emergencies accelerated even more with the advent 

of the third major world education conference (after Jomtien and Dakar) in 

Incheon in 2015. Both at Incheon and at the Oslo Summit, which preceded it, 

education in emergencies figured prominently. Indeed, the Oslo Summit led to a 

call for the creation of a joint global effort to mobilize unprecedented funding for 

education in emergencies. This mobilization to “ensure every crisis-affected child 

and young person is in school and learning” (Agenda for Humanity 2016) 

culminated in the launch of the “Education Cannot Wait” fund at the World 

Humanitarian Summit in 2016, as described in the introduction.  
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Table 1.1. Timeline of Important Global Events  
Year Global Event 

1990 
Jomtien World Conference on Education for All. No explicit focus on education in 
emergency situations, but the conference declaration mentions conflict as a problem in 
meeting basic learning needs.  

1996 Mid-Decade Education for All meeting in Amman, Jordan, articulates importance of 
education being included in first responses to humanitarian crises. 

2000 

World Education Forum in Dakar. Thematic assessment of education in emergencies 
prepared ahead of the conference and strategy session at the conference. Dakar Framework 
for Action emphasizes the barrier that conflict and disaster pose to Education for All 
(EFA). Education in emergency situations becomes one of nine EFA flagship programs. 

2000 

Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies (INEE) formed at EFA follow-up 
consultation in Geneva by representatives from humanitarian and development aid 
agencies to promote inter-agency collaboration in securing the right to education in 
emergencies and post-crisis reconstruction. 

2004 

INEE issues the Minimum Standards for Education in Emergencies, Chronic Crises and 
Early Reconstruction, the first global set of guidelines for standardizing emergency 
education programming and providing a common minimum level of education in 
emergency situations. 

2006 

Formation of Global Education Cluster within the UN Office for the Coordination of 
Humanitarian Affairs, with the mandate to coordinate humanitarian responses in 
education, co-led by UNICEF and Save the Children and with an advisory role by 
UNHCR. UNHCR continues to coordinate refugee education. 

2010 UN General Assembly passes resolution protecting the right to education in emergency 
situations. 

2010 INEE issues second version of the Minimum Standards, now entitled Minimum Standards 
for Education: Preparedness, Response, Recovery. 

2010 
Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack formed, a group of humanitarian, 
development, and human rights agencies, to address the problem of targeted attacks on 
education during armed conflict. 

2011 EFA Global Monitoring Report is dedicated to the issue of education and armed conflict.  

2012 
UN General Assembly issues Call to Action, entitled Education Cannot Wait: Protecting 
Children and Youth’s Right to a Quality Education in Humanitarian Emergencies and 
Conflict Situations. 

2014 Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack issues Guidelines for Protecting 
Schools and Universities from Military Use during Armed Conflict. 

2014 Peer-reviewed Journal on Education in Emergencies launched. 

2015 Comparative and International Education Society establishes Special Interest Group on 
Education, Conflict, and Emergencies.  

2015 
Oslo Summit on Education for Development includes education in emergencies and 
protracted crises as one of four priorities and calls for the creation of a joint global effort 
to mobilize collective action and significant funding for education in emergencies. 

2015 Incheon Declaration and Framework for Action includes strong emphasis on maintaining 
education during situations of conflict, emergency, post-conflict and early recovery.  

2015 

Safe Schools Declaration launched by Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack, 
for states to endorse and commit to implement the Guidelines for Protecting Schools and 
Universities from Military Use during Armed Conflict. By 2016, it had been signed by 56 
countries. 

2016 

Education Cannot Wait fund launched at World Humanitarian Summit, the first global 
pooled fund devoted exclusively to education in emergencies, aiming to raise nearly US$4 
billion to reach 13.6 million children in need of education in emergency situations within 
five years, with the goal to reach 75 million children by 2030.  
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This history illustrates that the emergence of education in crisis settings as 

a specialized global field was enabled in crucial ways by the EFA movement, as a 

critical instantiation of the more diffuse rise of education as a world pursuit, 

enacted by increasingly authoritative global organizational and professional 

structures. While early inter-agency initiatives faltered in the absence of a broader 

normative and organizational framework to carry them, the broader mobilization 

that grew out of EFA facilitated a sub-mobilization centered on education in 

emergencies. On one hand, it offered the global normative frame that made it ever 

less legitimate to claim that humanitarian settings were not appropriate spaces for 

educational interventions. A more general focus on threats to education reframed 

conflicts and disasters as such threats and indeed thus equivocated them: “Dakar 

saw, for the first time, the confluence of emergencies caused by conflict and 

natural hazards as barriers to the attainment of Education for All – a monumental 

step forward for the field of education in emergencies” (Mendizabal and Hearn 

2011, 25). Originally emerging out of the refugee education experience, the scope 

of the field thus broadened to encompass humanitarian emergencies more 

broadly.  

On the other hand, the EFA conferences offered an organizational 

infrastructure for education professionals from different agencies committed to 

education in crisis-affected settings to be connected, hold meetings, and advocate 

– a crucial scaffold given the absence of specialized funds and internal 

organizational commitment to the issue at that time (an obstacle for earlier, failed, 

efforts). Recent scholarship on the role of global professional networks highlights 
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that “professionals often form networks to circumvent and manipulate them 

[organizations] in their battles for issue control in transnational governance” 

(Seabrooke and Henriksen 2016a, 5). The inter-agency mobilization around 

education in emergencies facilitated by EFA offers a dramatic example of this 

phenomenon. Here, individual education in emergencies champions in diverse 

global agencies without organizational commitment to the issue were able to form 

an inter-agency alliance with other, similarly minded, professionals “that 

attache[d] itself to regular meetings already funded by organizations” (Seabrooke 

and Henriksen 2016a, 6), and brought the issue onto the global educational 

agenda. Eventually, as I document empirically below, this global pressure led to 

change within individual agencies and the incorporation of education in 

emergencies into the global development and humanitarian infrastructure. In 

particular the Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies (INEE), 

founded in the aftermath of Dakar, exemplifies this inter-agency professional 

dynamic, as dramatized in a report on the history and successes of the INEE:  

“The foundation of INEE is a fascinating example of the power of highly 
committed professionals to persuade the senior management of their 
agencies that it is in the interest of all, especially the ultimate ‘beneficiaries’ 
– communities affected by conflict and disaster – to share information, 
knowledge, and experience in a semi-formal manner, without surrendering 
formal authority over their policies and programmes.” (Mendizabal and 
Hearn 2011, 25) 
 

 Emerging out of the global mobilization around EFA, then, the past two 

decades have witnessed the establishment of education in emergencies as a 

visible, and growing, sub-field in the international aid industry. The following 

sections document this development empirically.  	
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Education in Emergencies Becomes a Global Field  

The notion of an organizational field refers to “those organizations that, in 

the aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional life: key suppliers, 

resource and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other organizations that 

produce similar services and products” (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, 148). The 

concept thus captures “the totality of relevant actors” (148) involved in what is 

recognized as a common, shared enterprise. The formation of the INEE in 2000 

catalyzed the development of such a field, centered on education in humanitarian 

crises, at the global level – aided by a donor focus on fragile states after 9/11 

(Novelli 2010) and, most recently, the refugee crisis. While the field came out of 

refugee education and initially built predominantly on the emergency experience, 

it today brings together humanitarian and development frameworks and actors in 

a broadening range of educational interventions in conflict- and emergency-

affected settings. It is important to note that the terminology and approaches 

brought to the issue tend to differ between more humanitarian-oriented and more-

development oriented organizations. Those working on the emergency side of 

things tend to talk about “Education in Emergencies” and, indeed, this has 

become the accepted umbrella term for the field as a whole, which is why I use it 

in this paper for simplicity. However, development organizations often use terms 

like “Education in Conflict and Crisis” or “Education in Conflict-Affected and 

Fragile States,” given a lack of mandate (in principle) to be involved in the 

emergency phase. The approaches also differ in that humanitarian programming 

tends to be more focused on short-term concerns including psycho-social care and 
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protection issues, and development programming tends to be more oriented 

toward the longer term reconstruction as well as prevention issues. However, 

there is much overlap, indicated in particular in a recent discursive move to talk 

about “education in emergencies and protracted crises” in the global advocacy 

around the issue and it is clear that differences aside, the actors involved are 

certainly engaged in a common enterprise, as I detail along several dimensions 

below.  

 

Developing Shared Foundations: Global Networking, Standards, and 
Declarations 

Along one dimension, the development of the field has seen the 

astounding growth of novel organizational and professional infrastructures at the 

global level, devoted uniquely to the issue. As discussed in more detail below, the 

significance of these global-level structures is that they consolidate disparate 

agencies and individuals into a common field with defined boundaries and shared 

foundations. Most important has been the spectacular growth of the Inter-Agency 

Network for Education in Emergencies (INEE), which grew from just a small 

group of individual aid professionals in 2000 into an influential global network, as 

shown in Figure 1.1. The top graph illustrates that in 2014, the INEE had reached 

over 10,000 individual members. The bottom graph dramatizes expansion across 

countries, graphing the number of countries with at least one member and with 

zero members over time.3 The expansion is striking: the number of countries 

without any members has declined substantially, from just under 50 in 2008 to 

																																																								
3 Due to country-level data limitations, the range for this graph is 2008 to 2014.	
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under 10 in 2014. Joining the INEE is free and open to “all interested individuals 

and organizations who implement, support, advocate, and study education in 

emergencies” (INEE 2016a). Members receive weekly newsletters and job listings 

and can connect with each other via a database; they can also participate in online 

consultations and join special issue task teams, for instance, on gender and 

education in emergencies. While anyone can join the INEE mass membership, it 

does represent a loose version of a global professional network, bringing together 

individuals engaged in relevant education delivery, policy, advocacy, or research 

around the world. This is most dramatically illustrated in its leadership, which 

arguably is the most important source of its influence. Its (rotating) steering group 

and working groups bring together representatives from international 

humanitarian and development organizations to work on collective advocacy, 

training, and evidence-gathering activities dedicated to promoting the issue. This 

inter-agency nature of the Network has been crucial, offering a platform for 

professionals dedicated to a common issue who could pressure organizations from 

the outside-in at the same time as at the same time as being able to lobby 

individually within their own organizations from the inside-out.  
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Figure 1.1. Membership Growth in the Inter-Agency Network for Education 
in Emergencies 
 

 
Annual Growth 

 
 

Expansion across Countries 

 
Source: Top - INEE Members Database for data since 2009. Data from before is from INEE 2015. 
Bottom – INEE Members Database. 
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The INEE’s greatest achievement perhaps has been the development of 

now widely recognized global standards for providing a common minimum level 

of education in emergency situations and following “best practice.” Through 

extensive local, national, regional, and global consultations, an INEE working 

group first developed the “Minimum Standards for Education in Emergencies, 

Chronic Crises and Early Reconstruction” in 2004 as a companion to the 

humanitarian standards of the SPHERE project – a humanitarian charter launched 

in 1997. Indicative of the lowly standing of education as humanitarian activity at 

that time, it was not included in the SPHERE Handbook, necessitating a separate 

companion handbook given that donors increasingly asked for evidence that 

humanitarian programming conformed to “quality standards” (Sending 2016). 

The INEE issued a revised version of the Minimum Standards in 2010, now 

entitled “Minimum Standards for Education: Preparedness, Response, Recovery” 

– reflecting the field’s broadening from emergency response toward more 

preventative, development-oriented, endeavors. The Standards contain generic 

guidelines, best practices, checklists, and programming tools covering various 

domains, such as community participation, coordination, situation analysis and 

monitoring, access, teaching and learning, teachers and personnel, and education 

policy (INEE 2004, 2010). Use of the Standards was encouraged through 

extensive training programs in emergency responses and institutionalization with 

the agencies involved. Today, active processes of contextualizing the Standards 

are underway. For instance, in countries as diverse as Afghanistan, Somalia, the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Sri Lanka, local and international 
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stakeholders have developed locally adapted versions of the Standards, and 

indeed, the INEE now offers global guidelines for local contextualization.  

While the INEE Minimum Standards have been the most prominent global 

standard-setting tool in the field, they are by no means the only one. Figure 1.2, 

based on a limited dataset, graphs the impressive and recent proliferation of 

relevant “best practice” guides, handbooks/manuals, and “toolkits.” To be 

included in the data shown, tools had to be generic, portrayed as globally 

applicable, and devoted exclusively to education in situations of conflict and 

crisis. Until the 21st century, there is extremely little. Some global handbooks 

exist for refugee education (for instance, in 1992 UNHCR issued the first 

“Guidelines for Educational Assistance to Refugees”); there are also some tools 

focused on educational supplies in crises, such as the “Teacher’s Emergency 

Package” developed by the Norwegian Refugee Council. One early, broader, 

document published by UNESCO, UNICEF, and UNHCR in 1998, entitled 

“Rapid Educational Response in Complex Emergencies,” aims to offer 

“pragmatic educational strategies for rapid educational response in a post-crisis 

situation” (Aguilar and Retamal 1998, 8).  

Starting in the early 2000s, however, global tools for education in 

emergencies programming begin to proliferate, with just under 30 published 

between 2000 and 2004, and just under 50 published in each of the subsequent 

five year periods (2005-09 and 2010-15). Many of the tools developed between 

2000 and 2004 are general, offering comprehensive overviews, indicating the 

relative novelty of the field. For example, in 2002, the UNESCO Institute for 
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Educational Planning (IIEP) published “Planning education in and after 

emergencies” and in 2003, Save the Children issued “Education in Emergencies: a 

toolkit for starting and managing education in emergencies.” The language used is 

testament to the novelty of such tools; for instance, Save the Children’s toolkit 

notes that “the pack was developed in response to a growing need for clear, 

practical tools that would guide staff in understanding and implementing 

education work in emergencies” (Save the Children 2003, 3). But already in these 

early years, we see the emergence of specialized tools, focused on specific 

domains, such as the targeting of activities toward marginalized population 

groups, or issues like protection and psycho-social care, conflict and disaster 

mitigation, teaching and learning, and so on. These specialized tools grow even 

more in the past ten years (though comprehensive guidelines continue to be 

issued, most notably a UNESCO IIEP toolkit of more than 1,000 pages entitled 

“Guidebook for Planning Education in Emergencies and Reconstruction.”) 

Examples for specialized tools include an “Education Needs Assessment Toolkit” 

issued by the Global Education Cluster in 2010, or a “Checklist for Conflict 

Sensitivity in Education Programs” issued by USAID in 2013.  
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Figure 1.2. Growth in Standardization and Best Practice Tools 
 

Pre-1990 

 

 
1990-1994 

 
1995-1999 

 

2000-2004 

 
2005-2009 

 

2010-2015 

 
Source: Coded from Sinclair 2002; INEE 2016b; Global Education Cluster 2013, 2016b, ECCN 
2016b. 
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In addition to the growth and global expansion of the INEE and the 

proliferation of global-level universalistic tools, recent years have seen the 

creation of global normative frameworks dedicated to the issue. Most importantly, 

in 2010, the UN General Assembly passed a resolution protecting the right to 

education in emergency situations (UNGA 2010). The resolution noted: “a large 

proportion of the world’s children out of school live in conflict-affected areas and 

in natural disaster-stricken regions, and […] this is a serious challenge to the 

fulfillment of the international education goals” (2). It called for the inclusion of 

education in all stages of the humanitarian response, for ensuring a safe and 

protective educational environment in crises, and for attention to the role of 

education in post-emergency reconstruction. The resolution followed a UN 

General Assembly debate on the issue in 2009. A second, more recent, normative 

framework is the Safe Schools Declaration, launched by the Global Coalition to 

Protect Education from Attack in 2015. This inter-agency Coalition was formed in 

2010 by a group of representatives from humanitarian, development, and human 

rights (law) organizations (some of whom had also been involved in the creation 

of the INEE). Its goal is to prevent targeted attacks on education during violent 

conflicts. At a UN meeting hosted by Norway and Argentina, the Coalition 

launched “Guidelines for Protecting Schools and Universities from Military Use 

during Armed Conflict” in 2014. In 2015, again under the leadership of Norway 

and Argentina, the “Safe Schools Declaration” was launched, for national states to 

endorse and commit to implement the Guidelines. 37 countries signed it 

immediately; by 2016 it had been signed by 56 countries.  
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The remarkable global expansion and growth of the INEE since its humble 

inception in 2000, the proliferation of universalistic standards and best practice 

tools dedicated to the issue, and the creation of specific global normative 

frameworks are not only evidence that education in emergencies and conflict has 

become a global concern. At a more fundamental level, they set the foundations 

for a distinctive, and institutionally defined, global organizational and 

professional field. They are thus central in establishing the issue as a “recognized 

area of institutional life” (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, 148) and structuring 

individual organizations and professionals into an aggregate collectivity in pursuit 

of what is understood to be a common endeavor. The role of the INEE in 

particular has been fundamental in terms of drawing what initially were highly 

reluctant organizations into a collective global endeavor. The recollection of the 

early post-Dakar days by one of the key pioneers in the field dramatically 

illustrates the INEE’s unifying role at the field-level, beyond individual agencies 

and mandates:  

 
There was something special about those days […] we didn’t realize it at 
the time but we had something that I call the INEE spirit. That is you take 
your hat off, you come to an INEE meeting, you come to do something for 
the sake of the kids and their teachers and their communities and for the 
whole education in emergencies community and you don’t give a damn 
whether UNICEF gets the glory or UNHCR gets the glory or IRC gets the 
glory. […] In the buildup to that November 1st INEE global consultation 
and in the next 16 months before I left [own organization], my closest 
professional contacts and friends were not in [own organization]. […] I 
couldn’t discuss the substance of my work with most of the people I was 
working with. (personal interview) 
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 The role of universalistic best practice tools and global normative 

frameworks is perhaps more subtle. But it is widely recognized that professional 

discourse and standard-setting tools profoundly shape the content and contours of 

organizational fields by systematizing what counts as legitimate knowledge and 

practice (Brunsson and Jacobsson 2002). Moreover, undergirding the various 

standards and best practice guides is the assumption that education in emergencies 

is best provided, managed, and evaluated using globally and professionally 

defined universalistic criteria. As loose versions of codes of conduct, they are 

signals of professionalization (Wilensky 1967). In the contemporary neoliberal 

era, such professionalized self-regulation acts as an important symbol for the 

legitimacy of a field (Bromley and Orchard 2015).  

 

Incorporation into the Development and Humanitarian Infrastructure  
Thanks in great part to the lobbying efforts of the INEE and its core 

members based in different aid agencies, education in emergencies and conflict 

has become incorporated into the existing global development and humanitarian 

infrastructure in recent years. As noted above, one of the most striking features of 

the field is that it traverses these historically separated domains of international 

assistance. Tracking funds to the field in a comprehensive manner is difficult 

because they go through both humanitarian channels, which in some reporting 

platforms do not allow donors to tag funds for education, and through 

development channels, wherein it is difficult to ascertain what counts as funds 

toward a crisis. But lack of adequate funding, in part due to the field’s uneasy 

positioning across financially separate sectors, is a continued rallying cry and 
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supposed to be resolved through the specialized “Education Cannot Wait” fund 

(see Overseas Development Institute 2016). Granting that resources do not match 

identified needs, we can nonetheless observe that the topic of education in crisis 

today has been taken up by bilateral and multilateral aid agencies from both 

domains, indicating its growing institutionalization in the existing aid 

infrastructure.  

Table 1.2 summarizes coverage of the issue in the general foreign 

assistance, humanitarian, and development strategies of some of the most 

important education donors comprising the OECD Development Assistance 

Committee as of 2015 (DAC). A number of them have made the issue a central 

pillar of their assistance. USAID, for example, defined “education in conflict and 

crisis” as one of three priority areas in its 2011-2015 education strategy (USAID 

2011). In 2015, the Agency launched a 5-year initiative entitled “Education in 

Conflict and Crisis Network,” establishing a nine-member support team to 

promote the development and sharing of evidence, tools, and information among 

USAID and its partners working on education in crisis- and conflict-affected 

environments (ECCN 2016a). The Netherlands has been the primary supporter of 

two influential UNICEF initiatives: the “Education in Emergencies and Post-

Crisis Transition project” (2006-11; US$ 200 million; 42 countries) and the 

“Peacebuilding, Education and Advocacy project” (2012-16; US$ 150 million; 14 

countries) (Norwegian Refugee Council/Save the Children 2015). In 2012, the 

European Union/Commission dedicated US$ 2 million to create the “EU Children 

of Peace” initiative to support education and psychosocial support for children in 
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emergencies (European Commission 2016). Since then, it has doubled its funding 

for education in emergencies each year; for 2016, US$ 56 m. were released 

(European Commission 2016). Norway has been a strong advocate; its Education 

White Paper of 2014 established “education in crisis and conflict” as one of five 

priorities. The country also hosted the Oslo Education for Development Summit 

in 2015, where the issue was one of four core agenda items. A number of the 

donors listed in Table 2 have already pledged monies to the new “Education 

Cannot Wait” fund in its first year: Canada (US$ 15 m.), Denmark (US$ 11 m.), 

Norway (US$ 12 m.), the European Union/Commission (US$ 5 m.), the 

Netherlands (US$ 8 m.), the United Kingdom (US$ 38 m. over two years), and 

the United States (US$ 20 m.) (Education Cannot Wait 2016). It is important to 

note that this focus on education in conflict and crisis amongst bilateral aid 

agencies is unprecedented; only in 2003 a report noted that the issue scarcely 

made it onto their agenda (Nicolai and Triplehorn 2003).  
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Table 1.2. Mentions of Education in Emergencies and Conflict in OECD DAC Donor Policies (as of 2015) 
Donor General foreign assistance 

strategy/policy Humanitarian strategy/policy Education sector 
strategy/policy 

White papers/ 
working documents 

Australia 

 
    

 
Canada 

  
 

  
 

Denmark 
    

  European Union/  
European Commission 

   
  

Finland 

 
  

  
Germany 

  
  

 
Japan 

  
  

 
Netherlands 

  
   

Norway 

 
  

 
  

Sweden 
  

   
Switzerland 

 
  

  
United Kingdom 

  
    

United States 
        

Source: Adapted from Norwegian Refugee Council/Save the Children 2015. 
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Multilateral agencies have similarly taken up the issue. Figure 1.3 presents 

evidence for the three most important multilateral development organizations in 

education: the Global Partnership for Education, the World Bank, and UNESCO. 

Since its establishment in 2002 (itself an outgrowth of EFA), the Global 

Partnership has steadily increased its focus on “conflict-affected and fragile 

states;” in the most recent five years it dedicated about half of its annual grant 

allocation to these contexts as shown in the first graph in the Figure (see also 

Menashy and Dryden-Peterson 2015). In 2016, the organization signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding with UNHCR to collaborate more closely on 

refugee education, in part an attempt to address questions around mandate as it 

ventures closer into the humanitarian space. The World Bank has also witnessed a 

turn toward the issue in recent years, with an increased number of education 

projects focused on themes of “conflict prevention and post-conflict 

reconstruction” and “natural disaster management,” highlighted in the second 

graph. The terminology around “prevention” and “reconstruction” (as opposed to 

“response”) is testament to the Bank’s absence of an emergency mandate. 

UNESCO has a bit more flexibility via its semi-autonomous institutes; 

particularly the IIEP has been at the forefront of promoting the issue. As shown in 

the final graph, the growing focus on relevant topics within UNESCO is reflected 

in the education documents produced by the agency; a growing number of them 

start to include in their titles terms like “conflict,” “war,” “emergency,” “crisis,” 

and “disaster.” Their proportion of all education documents is still small, but 

nonetheless striking for a historically developmental organization.  
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Figure 1.3. Growing Emphasis in Multilateral Development Organizations 
 

Global Partnership for Education 

 
World Bank 

 
UNESCO 

 
Source: Global Partnership 2016; World Bank 2016; UNESCO 2016. Numbers for GPE are from 
GPE website. For World Bank, the project database was searched: major sector – “education” and 
theme - “conflict prevention and post-conflict reconstruction” or “natural disaster management.” 
For UNESCO, the UNESDOC database was used, searching for documents whose titles contained 
either ‘education*’ or ‘school*’ plus any of the terms shown in the graph above.  
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In the “strict” humanitarian sphere, the growing focus on education in 

emergency situations has led to the formalization of education as an intervention 

sector within UNHCR. UNHCR has held the mandate for refugee education since 

the 1960s. But for much of that time period, refugee education consisted of self-

help initiatives and individual scholarships, as explained above, with UNHCR 

assistance “deeply embedded in the experiences of locally-based UNHCR 

education officers” (Dryden-Peterson 2011, 17). As illustrated in Table 1.3, 

however, education assistance within UNHCR has over the past fifteen years 

steadily become formalized at the global, or headquarters, level. While only four 

education policies and guidelines were published prior to 2000, fourteen have 

been published in the years since then, including three education strategies. In 

2015, the agency brought out a number of issue briefs, formally defining specific 

policy and intervention domains in relation to its latest education strategy. In 

addition, education was one of UNHCR’s Global Strategic Priorities from 2010 

through 2013 and has obtained a “new institutional place as part of the agency’s 

core mandate to protect, having moved from Operations to the Division of 

International Protection” (Dryden-Peterson 2011, 9).  
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Table 1.3. The Formalization of Education as Intervention Sector in UNHCR 
Year Policies and Guidelines 

1988 Organizing Primary Education For Refugee Children In Emergency Situations: 
Guidelines For Field Managers 

1992 Guidelines For Educational Assistance To Refugees 
1995 Revised Guidelines For Educational Assistance To Refugees  
1996 Sourcebook For Refugee Skills Training 
2003 Education Field Guidelines 
2006 Education Standards And Indicators Handbook 
2007 First Education Strategy (2007-09) 

2007 Safe Schools And Learning Environment: How To Prevent And Respond To 
Violence In Refugee Schools - A Guide  

2010 Second Education Strategy (2010-12) 

2011 Ensuring Access To Quality Education: Operational Guidance On Refugee 
Protection And Solutions In Urban Areas 

2011 Education Policy And Guidelines 
2012 Third Education Strategy (2012-16) 
2015 Education Brief 1: Education and Protection 
2015 Education Brief 2: Out-of-School Children in Refugee Settings 
2015 Education Brief 3: Curriculum Choices in Refugee Settings 
2015 Education Brief 4: Mainstreaming Refugees in National Education 
2015 Education Brief 5: Refugee Teacher Management 
2015 Education Brief 6: Secondary Education for Refugee Adolescents 

Source: Adapted from Dryden-Peterson 2011; UNHCR 2016. 

 

A further notable development in the humanitarian space has been the 

establishment of a Global Education Cluster affiliated with the UN Office for the 

Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA). In 2005, the UN humanitarian 

response system underwent an overhaul and a cluster system was established to 

better coordinate humanitarian responses. Clusters are groups of agencies 

involved in a given sector for humanitarian intervention. They exist both at the 

global level and are activated at country level as necessitated by humanitarian 

crises. When the cluster system was launched in 2005, the following sectors for 

intervention were included: logistics, telecommunications, shelter, health, 

nutrition, water and sanitation, early recovery, camp coordination, and protection. 
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Education was not (Anderson & Hodgkin 2011). However, the INEE and its 

constituent agencies lobbied heavily for the inclusion of education, and a year 

later education was endorsed as a sector for cluster coordination, with UNICEF 

and Save the Children identified as cluster co-leads. In 2008, a global Education 

Cluster Unit was established representing the co-leads in Geneva (Anderson & 

Hodgkin 2011). Its task is to support education clusters established at the country 

level and manage a global Rapid Response Team, “a group of education in 

emergencies experts who are rapidly deployable to support education 

coordination in humanitarian situations” (Global Education Cluster 2016a). 

Figure 1.4 shows a map of education clusters (including active and dormant) as 

well as less formalized cluster working groups established at the country level as 

of June 2016. Considering that education was not originally envisioned as a 

cluster intervention sector, it is striking to note that in 2016 roughly fifty countries 

had such humanitarian cluster-related structures in education. 
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Figure 1.4. Education Clusters in Humanitarian Emergencies (as of June 2016) 
 

 
Source: Coded from Global Education Cluster 2016c. 
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Data on international NGOs is difficult to collect, as these agencies rarely 

offer the same kinds of accessible databases as the big aid agencies. However, 

qualitative evidence, and certainly the agency composition of the INEE’s steering 

group and working groups illustrates that these actors are heavily involved in this 

new global enterprise. Notable examples include the International Save the 

Children Alliance, which in 2006 launched their multi-year global campaign 

“Rewrite the Future” to promote the importance of education in conflict-affected 

and fragile states (see e.g. Save the Children 2006). Another notable example is 

the Norwegian Refugee Council, which began to develop global expertise in 

emergency education early on, establishing its first global education officer post 

in Oslo in the early 1990s. It was at the forefront of early programming and in 

1997 sent a letter to the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs calling for 

education to be the fourth pillar of humanitarian assistance, next to food, shelter, 

and medical care (UNHCR 2000). Today, its education programs are substantially 

expanded; in 2015 it launched a new initiative called “Learning in Emergencies – 

1 Million,” aiming to reach one million youth annually with their educational 

programs by 2017 (Norwegian Refugee Council 2015).   

 

The Rise of an Academic Field and Specialized Training Programs 
While the field of education in emergencies and conflict emerged out of 

aid practice, rather than research and study, recent years have witnessed the 

striking consolidation of a small, but growing, academic sub-field devoted to the 

topic within the broader scholarly community of comparative and international 
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education (ICE) (see, for instance, a recent collection of papers in Bengtsson and 

Dryden-Peterson 2016). Figure 1.5 dramatizes this by graphing the proportion of 

pages in some of the most prominent ICE journals and the proportion of panels at 

the annual Comparative and International Education Society (CIES) conference, 

dedicated to relevant topics, since the 1960s. For both, there is a clear rise in the 

past ten years (2005-2014). Across the four sampled journals, 117 relevant 

articles were published between 2000 and 2014, compared to just seven in the 

preceding decades taken together. A number of journals have dedicated special 

issues to the topic; for instance in 2008 the Comparative Education Review 

published a special issue on “Education in Conflict and Post-Conflict Societies.” 

Moreover, in 2014, the INEE launched the peer-reviewed “Journal on Education 

in Emergencies” to “strengthen the evidence-base” and “contribute to the further 

professionalization of the field of Education in Emergencies” (INEE 2014b). 

Overall, the academic literature tends to be practitioner- and policy-oriented. It 

covers themes like the impact of conflicts and disasters on education, the 

‘positive’ and ‘negative’ faces of education in preventing or exacerbating conflict, 

and more humanitarian topics linked to protection and psycho-social issues, as 

well as refugees and other displaced populations.  

Sporadic early panels at the CIES conference focus on refugee education, 

often grouping them with immigrants in general. In 1995, discourse around 

emergencies begins to seep in, with one paper focused on “Education in 

Emergency Situations,” as part of a general panel on rapid education for refugees. 

The 2001 program reflects the post-Dakar activities, with one panel entitled 
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“Inter-Agency Consultation on Education in Situations of Emergency and Crisis.” 

It includes papers giving an overview of the consultation, bilateral investments in 

the issue, and prospects for inter-agency norms, standards, and program 

coordination in emergency education. In the most recent five-year bin, an average 

of close to 8 percent of panels at the CIES conference include a focus on 

education in situations of conflict and crisis. In 2014, this translated into just 

under 60 panels. In fact, in 2015, CIES approved a new Special Interest Group on 

“Education, Conflict, and Emergencies.” Moreover, conference programs from 

recent years indicate the incorporation of the topic into panels organized by other 

Special Interest Groups. In 2012, for example, the more established Peace 

Education Special Interest Group focused its highlighted session on “Peace 

education in conflict and post-conflict societies” and the Middle East Special 

Interest Group focused on “Implementing inter/national projects of reform in the 

Middle East: Issues and processes in conflict-affected states.” In 2013, the Global 

Literacy Special Interest Group dedicated its highlighted panel to “Literacy 

education in contexts of conflict and crisis” and the Higher Education Group’s 

highlighted panel centered on “Higher education in conflict and post-conflict 

countries.” The rise of panels dedicated to the issue and its incorporation into 

other sub-fields represented at CIES indicate the growing institutionalization of 

education in emergency- and conflict-affected contexts within the scholarly 

community.  
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Figure 1.5. Growth in International and Comparative Education Journals 
and at the Annual Comparative and International Education Society 
Conference 
 

 
Source: ICE journals - coded from Comparative Education, Compare, Comparative Education 
Review, and Journal for International Educational Development. Articles were counted if they 
focused on educational issues in relation to humanitarian crises. CIES conferences – coded from 
annual conference programs, housed in the Kent State University Library Special Collections. 
Again, papers and panels were counted if they focused on educational issues in relation to 
humanitarian crises.  
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the University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands. Beyond academic courses, there 

has been a proliferation of online and in-person training programs. For example, 

the INEE and the Global Education Cluster have developed an “Education in 

Emergencies Harmonized Training Package,” consisting of 19 modules ranging 

from coordination to risk reduction and conflict-sensitive education training. 

Using these training materials, the INEE and affiliated agencies have conducted 

so-called “training of trainers” programs on education in emergencies all around 

the world (see the Network’s Annual Reports). In general, the Global Education 

Cluster has made capacity development and training a central part of its activities, 

offering regular training courses on coordinating education programming in 

humanitarian crises. By 2012, a report by the Cluster co-lead Save the Children 

notes: “More than 3,500 frontline responders have been trained in education in 

emergencies across the world and more than 500 individuals have been trained in 

education cluster coordination” (Save the Children 2012, 10). Other organizations 

offer sporadic trainings on education in emergencies, including humanitarian 

platforms dedicated to professionalization such as SPHERE and RedR. While 

professionalization processes are thus still very much in progress, it is clear that 

education in emergency and conflict settings is on its way to becoming an 

established sub-field of academia and professional training. 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

This article has examined the unprecedented global mobilization around 

education in conflict- and disaster-affected contexts that has galvanized over the 
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past two decades. It has argued that this mobilization is impressive given earlier 

separations between relief and development and the anchoring of education in the 

developmental space. Empirically, the article has documented the rise of a whole 

new global infrastructure centered on education in emergencies that profoundly 

altered how the international community responds to humanitarian crises. It has 

argued that the novel, and ongoing, entrenchment of education in the 

humanitarian space was made possible by a universalistic emphasis on education 

as individual human need and right that coalesced in the post-Cold War era, 

enacted by an expansive global-level educational supra-structure – most 

dramatically, the Education for All meetings and declarations. These offered the 

normative and organizational frameworks that made a professional mobilization 

around education in emergency settings possible, reframed emergencies as threats 

to education, and de-legitimated the absence of global education delivery in 

humanitarian settings.  

The literature on the effects of educational globalization is extensive, but 

much of it concentrates on globalizing effects within national societies (see e.g. 

Baker and LeTendre 2005). In contrast, this article draws attention to a profound, 

but under-theorized effect of globalization: its ability to give rise to novel fields of 

policy and practice at the global level. Concretely, I have illustrated how global 

educational globalization and its consolidation in a campaign for worldwide 

schooling enabled the rise of a whole new global structure centered on education 

in emergency settings, fundamentally altering the ways in which the global 

system responds to humanitarian crises. Future research could usefully examine 
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whether globalization in education, or indeed in other sectors, has similarly led to 

the growth of other, novel, sub-fields of educational policy and practice. It is 

reasonable to assume that once education becomes established as a global norm, 

we see the rise of other special categories in which deviations from that norm call 

for universalistic action on behalf of professional pioneers.  

The article has also illustrated the important role of such professionals in 

the global mobilization around education in emergencies. It has highlighted in 

particular their ability to tap into resources outside of their own organizations, 

which early on were little committed to the issue, by establishing networks with 

professionals in other agencies and making use of the infrastructure provided by 

EFA to garner global momentum. The growing literature on such professional 

strategies (see the chapters in Seabrooke and Henriksen 2016b) argues that 

“professionals create demand for their own services” (Seabrooke and Henriksen 

2016a, 8). While this has not been my explicit focus here, future research could 

study whether and how countries and contexts are re-constructed to make them 

appropriate candidates for global professional involvement: are countries re-

framed as falling into “fragile” or “emergency” status and what happens when 

they do? Moreover, it would be interesting to study whether, having established 

itself as a distinctive field, the field will encroach onto other fields of policy and 

practice. Its development thus far certainly indicates an expansive scope, 

legitimized by the universality of the right to education.  

Finally, the shift from viewing education as a purely developmental 

concern toward viewing it also as a humanitarian response is profound and a 
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fruitful area for further research. In particular, future analyses could ascertain how 

this dual nature of education as simultaneously developmental and humanitarian 

is reconciled in global educational discourse and programs, and how professionals 

and programs on the ground are addressing this duality in practice. For instance, 

how is a long-term focus on human development through education reconciled 

with an emergency mindset of short-term interventions addressing immediate 

needs? Which elements of education are conceptualized as similar across the 

humanitarian and developmental domains, which as different, and why? 

The success of education as a social institution has been phenomenal and 

has steadily shifted to the global level in recent decades. And yet until recently, 

there was a space in which the absence of education was taken-for-granted by 

world society: the international conflict and disaster zone. This article has 

highlighted a dramatic reversal of these norms and depicted the rise of a highly 

organized organizational and professional field at the global level, dedicated to 

the promotion of education in humanitarian crises. It has argued that that this 

development is surprising given earlier divides between humanitarian and 

development activities and the assumption that education, though integral part of 

development, was not a necessary social service to be delivered in humanitarian 

crises. It has illustrated how these earlier norms and practices were overturned by 

a universalistic global emphasis on education for all, which allowed for a striking 

and unprecedented global sub-mobilization around education in emergencies.  
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Article 2: Cultural Shifts and Organizational Conduits – Explaining a 

Global Mobilization for Education in Emergencies 

 

 

Abstract 

This article studies a recent global movement focused on the delivery of education 

in humanitarian crises, challenging traditional views of education as a 

development activity rather than pressing humanitarian need. It examines the 

formation of and growth in an international emergency education network integral 

to this mobilization, founded in 2000 in Geneva by a small group of aid workers, 

which by 2014 had more than 10,000 members based in over 150 countries at 

international aid organizations, national non-governmental organizations and 

governments, universities and schools, and the private sector. The goal of the 

article is to explain how an organized and expansive global movement centered 

on emergency education, traditionally not seen as a major global concern, 

emerged and mobilized thousands of people around the world in a relatively short 

time frame. To this end, it historically traces the emergence of the international 

network and analyzes its members’ countries of residence through cross-national 

panel models and their organizational affiliations through descriptive statistics. 

The article emphasizes world cultural shifts and organizational dynamics in 

explaining the rise and expansion of this global movement. It argues that the 

mobilization built on changing global cultural conceptions, from education as tool 

for national development to education as individual human right, which expanded 

the normative space for global intervention where this right was at risk. Moreover, 

the article shows that the mobilization built on a global organizational 

infrastructure linking world centers to the crisis-affected peripheries of the world 

to mobilize individuals in both contexts around education in emergencies. 
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Introduction 

Over the past twenty years, the international community has witnessed a 

remarkable turn toward the promotion of education in humanitarian crises. 

Historically, education was not part of the social services delivered in the 

aftermath of conflicts or disasters, bar some modest global refugee education 

efforts (Burde 2007, 2014; Dryden-Peterson 2011). The global humanitarian 

response focused on immediate survival: feeding people, providing shelter for 

them, and protecting them from disease (Barnett and Weiss 2008). And 

educational development programs were focused on socio-economic 

development, not on humanitarian concerns (Chabbott 2003). Since the turn of the 

21st century, a striking reversal of these norms has taken place. A new global 

field4 has emerged, spanning the humanitarian and development domains, and 

dedicated to the provision of education in conflict- and crisis-affected contexts, 

frequently referred to as “Education in Emergencies”5 (Kagawa 2005; Novelli and 

Lopes Cardozo 2008; Davies and Talbot 2008; Dryden-Peterson 2016). In the 

course of only two decades, the issue became the focus of new global networks 

and working groups, standards and best practice guides, scholarly journals, 

																																																								
4 The notion of a field here refers to the totality of organizations (and associated 

individuals) that are collectively involved in a given realm (in this case, 
Education in Emergencies) (see DiMaggio and Powell 1983). 

5 I am using “Education in Emergencies” as a broad umbrella term to capture a 
broadening enterprise in its entirety. It is important to note that the field is 
referred to by different names, such as “Education and Conflict,” “Education in 
Conflict and Crisis,” “Education in Conflict-Affected and Fragile States,” and, 
most recently, “Education in Emergencies and Protracted Crises.” While the 
different terminology does capture subtle differences in perspective, “Education 
in Emergencies” has been a widely used, if not entirely uncontroversial, term to 
capture all the various strands and I adopt it here for simplicity.	
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academic programs, and funding streams (Winthrop and Matsui 2013). Most 

recently, in 2016, a new and ambitious global fund was launched, “Education 

Cannot Wait,” aiming to raise US$4 billion for emergency education within the 

first five years, with the overall goal of raising enough global funding to reach 

“all crisis-affected children and youth with safe, free and quality education by 

2030” (Agenda for Humanity 2016, emphasis added).  

Central to this historically unparalleled global mobilization around 

emergency education has been the Inter-Agency Network for Education in 

Emergencies (INEE), an international network dedicated to the promotion of 

education in humanitarian settings. Formed in Geneva in 2000 by a small group of 

aid professionals hoping to galvanize global action for what back then was a 

neglected issue, the INEE had by 2014 grown into a network of more than 10,000 

individuals based in over 150 countries at international aid organizations as well 

as national non-governmental organizations and governments, universities and 

schools, and the private sector. The network’s (rotating) leadership brings 

together representatives from international aid agencies to work on collective 

advocacy, training, and evidence-gathering activities. Through a range of such 

efforts, the network has been the chief global actor putting education in 

emergencies on the international agenda (Mendizabal and Hearn 2011). It has 

produced seminal global standards for providing a minimum level of education to 

children in crises. It generates an enormous amount of global guidance on 

education in emergencies and recently established an academic journal on the 

issue. It also engages in high-level advocacy and lobbying for education in 
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emergencies, for instance at the United Nations. And, importantly, it plays the 

role of a loose professional network for people around the world involved in 

emergency education, regularly conducting global consultations with its 

membership on pressing issues in the field.  

This novel global mobilization raises important sociological questions: 

How did emergency education, a new issue area historically disregarded by the 

international community, become the rallying cry of an organized global 

movement? And how did this movement, starting initially with a small group of 

aid professionals dedicated to the issue, mobilize thousands of people around the 

world in just 14 short years? To answer these questions, this article historically 

traces the emergence of the INEE, symbolizing the global mobilization around 

education in humanitarian crises writ large, and empirically examines cross-

national and organizational patterns in the network’s membership growth. 

Specifically, it analyzes the countries of residence of the network’s members 

through cross-national panel models and their organizational affiliations through 

descriptive statistics.  

The article emphasizes cultural shifts and organizational dynamics at the 

world level in explaining the emergence and expansion of this global movement 

for emergency education. Culturally, it argues that the mobilization built on 

changing global cultural conceptions, from education as tool for national 

development to education as individual human right, which expanded the 

normative space for global educational intervention where this right was at risk – 

especially in places dependent on, and penetrable by, the global system, such as 
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low-income emergency settings. Organizationally, it argues that the mobilization 

built on a global organizational infrastructure linking world centers to the crisis-

affected peripheries of the world to mobilize individuals in both contexts around 

education in emergencies.  

 

Background 

Historically, the delivery of education in humanitarian settings was not a 

major global concern. While the earliest humanitarians had broad visions for 

social improvement (Barnett 2011, 5), the international relief regime of the 

twentieth century delivered basic services, not education. For much of modern 

humanitarian history, tensions with norms of national sovereignty constrained 

global interventions in war-torn countries in the name of civilians (Finnemore 

1996). Humanitarian responses were supposed to be apolitical (though, of course, 

they rarely were), not engaged in activities like education or the promotion of 

human rights (Fox 2001). To be sure, there were some modest global refugee 

education efforts, starting primarily after World War II. The task for refugee 

education initially lay with UNESCO, and was gradually transferred to the UN 

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). Yet for much of the twentieth 

century, global refugee education initiatives consisted of limited scholarship 

support for individual refugee students (Dryden-Peterson 2011). Importantly, 

international educational development did not engage much with these issues, 

either. Such efforts were focused on socio-economic development and poverty 

alleviation, not on humanitarian concerns (Chabbott 2003).  
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All of this changed quite dramatically around the turn of the 21st century, 

with the emergence of a dedicated global field within the international aid sector 

in which humanitarian and development actors rally around the promotion of 

education in emergency situations (Kagawa 2005; Novelli and Lopes Cardozo 

2008; Davies and Talbot 2008; Bengtsson and Dryden-Peterson 2016). The field’s 

goal is to promote education for displaced and non-displaced children and youth 

whose schooling is disrupted by conflicts, disasters, or epidemics (Nicolai, Hine, 

and Wales 2015). The focus early on was on basic education, but is now 

expanding into early childhood and higher education. The field is also concerned 

with conflict and disaster prevention (i.e., education for conflict-mitigation/ 

peace-building and disaster risk reduction).  

Since 2000 in particular, an extensive global infrastructure has developed 

to deal with these issues. In 2000, a new global network was founded in Geneva 

by a group of aid workers to galvanize global action for emergency education, the 

Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies (INEE). In 2004, the INEE 

developed the first iteration of what are now widely used global tools for 

standardizing emergency education programming and providing a common 

minimum level of education in emergency situations and reconstruction, with a 

revision issued in 2010 (INEE 2004, 2010). Moreover, aid agencies across the 

board now emphasize education in conflict and emergencies in their portfolios 

(see NRC/SC 2015 for a summary), including big players like the World Bank, 

the European Union, UNESCO, UNICEF, and the United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID). UNHCR has expanded and rationalized its 
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education response (Dryden-Peterson 2011). And many international non-

governmental organizations (INGOs), including Save the Children (SC 2008) and 

the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC 2015), built up or vastly expanded their 

emergency education programs. In 2010, the United Nations (UN) General 

Assembly passed a resolution protecting the right to education in emergencies 

(UNGA 2010). The grey literature on the topic has exploded (see e.g., Burde et al. 

2015) and there has been a proliferation of training tools, modules, and courses 

for practitioners in this line of work (see, for instance, INEE 2016a). The issue 

has also become the focus of an active scholarly field, including a new journal, 

university courses, and an expanding literature (see e.g., Bengtsson and Dryden-

Peterson 2016). Crucially, education has been incorporated into the global 

humanitarian response architecture. In 2006, a Global Education Cluster was 

established in the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs 

(Anderson and Hodgkin 2010). And, as highlighted in the introduction, an 

unprecedented global fund, entitled “Education Cannot Wait” was launched in 

2016 with the ambitious goal of providing education to all children affected by 

conflict and crisis by 2030 (INEE 2016b).  

This article focuses in particular on the rise and dramatic expansion of the 

Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies (INEE), which has been 

pivotal in the global mobilization around emergency education. Formed in 

Geneva in 2000 by a small group of aid professionals hoping to galvanize global 

action for what back then was a neglected issue, the INEE developed into the 

most important global structure promoting education in emergencies. It is the 
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most prominent international network in the field; joining is free and open to “all 

interested individuals and organizations who implement, support, advocate, and 

study education in emergencies” (INEE 2016c). The Network is led by 

representatives from large international non-governmental and 

bilateral/multilateral development and relief organizations and a small secretariat. 

Its most influential activity has been to develop global standards for education in 

emergencies and reconstruction. In addition, it has been at the forefront of 

advocacy, training, and evidence-gathering activities around the issue. Its broader 

significance as a loose professional network is that it consolidated education in 

emergencies as global field (DiMaggio and Powell 1983).  

Figure 2.1 documents impressive growth since the INEE’s inception in 

2000: in 2014, the network had reached over 10,000 individual members in over 

150 countries. Figure 2.2 highlights expansion across countries, graphing the 

annual number of countries with at least one member and with zero members over 

time.6 The expansion is striking: the number of countries without any members 

has declined substantially, from just under 50 in 2008 to under 10 in 2014. While 

anyone can join the INEE mass membership, it represents a loose version of a 

global professional network, bringing together individuals engaged in relevant 

education delivery, policy, advocacy, or research around the world. Table 2.1 

																																																								
6 Due to country-level data limitations, the range for this graph is 2008 to 2014. 

The data used are described below; some observations have been dropped from 
the original data in Figure 2.1.			
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dramatizes this by displaying the organizational affiliations of INEE members.7 

Roughly 28% reported an affiliation with international NGOs (INGOs) when they 

joined, 18% with universities, 13% with bilateral/multilateral organizations and 

UN agencies, 8% reported working in the private sector, 7% are affiliated with 

national/local NGOs and community-based organizations, 5% with national/local 

governments, and 4% with schools. 

 
Figure 2.1. INEE Membership Growth, 2000-2014 
 

 
Source: INEE Members Database for data since 2009. Data from before is from INEE 2015. 
 
 
  

																																																								
7 Members are asked to report their affiliations when joining the Network, as 

described below. Again, some observations have been dropped from the original 
data (explaining the lower membership in 2014 in this Table than in Figure 2.1).   
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Figure 2.2. INEE Membership Expansion across Countries, 2008-2014 
 

 
Source: INEE Members Database. 

 

Table 2.1. Organizational Affiliations of INEE Members (Total Membership 
in 2014) 
Type of organization Number of INEE 

members 
Percent of total 

membership 
International NGOs 2724 28% 
Universities 1732 18% 
Bilateral and multilateral organizations and 
UN agencies 1280 13% 

Private sector 735 8% 
National/local NGOs & CBOs 692 7% 
National/local governments 449 5% 
Schools 399 4% 
Unknown organizational affiliation 1644 17% 
Total 9655 100% 
Source: INEE Members Database. 
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Focusing on the formation and expansion of the INEE, this article 

examines a) how emergency education, historically not seen as major global 

concern, became the rallying cry of an organized global movement and b) how 

this movement, starting initially with a small group of professionals dedicated to 

the issue, mobilized thousands of people around the world in just 14 short years. 

To answer these questions, the article historically traces the emergence of the 

INEE, symbolizing the global mobilization around education in humanitarian 

crises writ large, and empirically examines cross-national and organizational 

patterns in its membership growth. The arguments put forth emphasize cultural 

shifts and organizational dynamics at the world level in explaining the emergence 

and expansion of this global movement for emergency education. 

 

Education as a Human Right, Education for All, and Education in 

Emergencies 

Few institutions are as closely enmeshed with the history of the nation-

state as schooling. Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, mass schooling 

emerged in nation after nation to transform masses into citizens and education 

became a key domain of national governance (Ramirez and Boli 1987; Meyer et 

al. 1992). The seeds of educational globalization were sown after World War II, 

when education was taken up by the new inter-governmental organizations, and 

later on by the mushrooming numbers of international NGOs (Mundy 1998; 

Bromley 2010).  
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For much of the post World War II decades, however, global educational 

arrangements continued to assume the national state as the main guardian and 

benefiter of education. They envisioned education as a key social structure for 

incorporating citizens into national society and important source of national 

development (Fagerlind and Saha 1989; Fuller 1990). This nation-systemic 

conception of education meant that decisions about who should have access to 

education and how much tended to be based on national needs, which was 

exemplified, for instance, in global prescriptions for manpower planning. In a 

world that views education primarily as serving, and being governed by, the 

national state, emergency education is unlikely to be a priority. Refugees are in a 

sense stateless, and so it is not clear that educating them will contribute to 

national development. Similarly, it is difficult to imagine why the provision of 

education in the aftermath of a hurricane would be viewed as necessary for state 

development.  

While such state-centric conceptions of education have not disappeared, in 

the post-Cold War era a strong emphasis on individual rights meant that global 

cultural beliefs surrounding education came to envision it as serving the 

individual human child more than the national state. In particular, education came 

to be thought of predominantly as a human right for all, which led to an 

unprecedented global focus on the delivery of education for all children and under 

all conditions. This was epitomized by the Education for All (EFA) conferences 

and declarations of the 1990s and 2000s. Organized by the various United Nations 

agencies involved in education and attended by world leaders and global civil 
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society representatives, this global campaign consisted of a series of global 

conferences, declarations, goals, and interventions focused on getting all children 

worldwide into school. Through these activities, it established for the first time a 

world strategy to promote universal basic education for children and youth (King 

2007; Mundy 2007). This goal of universal access to education rested on the 

assumption that education was an individual right for all and it was envisioned 

that achieving it would require a world-level mobilization and organization. 

Importantly, these dynamics undercut the dominance of the national state in 

education and dramatically expanded the normative space for global educational 

intervention where the right to education was at risk – especially in places 

dependent on, and penetrable by, the global system, such as low-income 

emergency settings. 

Concretely, the activities around EFA generated a sub-mobilization 

around education in emergencies. While the first EFA conference in Jomtien in 

1990 did not include a special focus on education in conflict- and crisis-affected 

context, the second EFA conference in Dakar in 2000 did. Ahead of the forum, 

education during emergencies was identified as an area in which EFA targets 

were particularly at risk and there was a need for better global coordination 

(UNESCO 2000). A task force drawn from UN organizations and NGOs prepared 

a study on “Education in Situations of Emergency and Crisis: Challenges for the 

New Century.” Its findings were debated at a special Strategy Session on 

Emergency Situations and raised in the “Dakar Framework for Action” and 

education in situations of conflict and crisis became one of nine EFA flagship 
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programs (World Education Forum 2000, 9). After the forum, UNESCO, 

UNICEF, and UNHCR convened a Global Consultation on Education in 

Emergencies in Geneva in late 2000, attended by around 90 representatives from 

humanitarian and development agencies (UNHCR 2000). It was at this meeting 

that the Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies (INEE) was 

founded. It describes its birth as follows: 

“The INEE was born of equal measures of outrage and conviction. 
Even as the inclusive Education For All (EFA) vision burst forth 
from the World Conference on Education in Jomtien, Thailand, in 
1990, a disturbing issue remained unresolved. […] Would those 
affected by emergencies and crisis be included in Education For 
All or forgotten? By the mid 1990s, the EFA gap had become 
eminently clear. Of the 100 million primary school-aged children 
not in school around the world at that time, half lived in conflict 
and crisis-affected countries and fragile states. […] Despite the 
efforts of a few isolated advocates and agencies, the right to 
education of those affected by emergencies was being 
systematically neglected.” (INEE 2008, 4) 

 

As highlighted in this quote, the sub-mobilization for education in 

emergencies successfully leveraged the global cultural visions that underpinned 

the Education for All campaign as a whole. Its core message was that 

humanitarian crises interrupted children’s right to education, undercutting global 

progress toward education for all and requiring global intervention. As such, it 

dramatized the ways in which EFA, and its attendant cultural shifts, expanded the 

normative space for global educational intervention where the right to education 

was at risk – most forcefully in places dependent on the global system such as 

low-income crisis zones. The remainder of the article, and its empirical analysis, 

seek to establish how the global movement for emergency education, arising out 

of the post Cold War world cultural shifts, and initially involving just a small 
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group of aid professionals dedicated to the issue, mobilized thousands of people 

around the world in just over a decade. 

 

Cross-National Differences in Participation in Global Civil Society 

There is a substantial literature dedicated to studying cross-national 

patterns in individuals’ participation in world-level structures and processes, such 

as global movements and global civil society. A clear insight from this literature 

is that such participation has historically been stronger in what is considered as 

the core of the world system: wealthy advanced democracies, and the West in 

particular. Beckfield (2003), for instance, finds that citizens in the high-income, 

Western core have more ties to international NGOs of all sorts than those in the 

low-income periphery. Similarly, Smith and Wiest (2005) see higher rates of 

citizens joining transnational social movements in richer and more democratic 

nations, and similar findings are reported in Tsutsui and Wotipka’s (2004) 

analysis of international human rights NGOs. Individuals in wealthy, democratic, 

and Western nations may have more domestic resources at their disposal to reach 

up to the global level (McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald 1996) or may be more 

attuned to the Western liberal-democratic ideals that pervade much of global-level 

activity (Meyer et al. 1997). Moreover, wealthy and Western democracies 

generally feature more developed structures of local or national organizations and 

institutions capable of linking individuals in domestic settings with global 

structures, termed “receptor sites” (Frank, Hironaka, and Schofer 2000).  
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This dominance of the global core is reflected also in world educational 

talk and action. International agencies and experts from the global North (or 

schooled there) drive much of educational globalization, including EFA (Brock-

Utne 2000; Arnove and Torres 2003; King 2007). The INEE itself was founded 

and continues to be led by generally Western representatives from Western aid 

agencies; its secretariat is based in Geneva and New York and its leadership 

meetings similarly tend to be held in the city centers of world society. At the 

critical post-EFA meeting on education in emergency situations in Geneva in 

2000, where the INEE was formed, roughly 80% of attendees were based at 

agencies in Western countries (UNHCR 2000). All this suggests that individuals 

in the core of world society likely drive much of the expansion of the global 

movement for education in emergencies. We should thus expect that individuals 

in countries that are Western, that are more democratic, and that are very wealthy 

likely join the INEE at higher rates. 

But at the same time, the global mobilization around education in 

humanitarian settings indicates the reach of educational globalization into some of 

the farthest peripheries of the world. The notion of the global periphery is usually 

conceptualized along economic dimensions, indicating dependence and 

marginalization in international trade (Wallerstein 1973). And yet low-income, 

aid dependent, conflict and disaster zones represent some of the hardest to reach 

areas of the world (Burde 2007) and can thus be usefully described as the far, 

crisis-affected, global periphery. Despite the dominance of world centers, the 

literature also points to the notion that extensive relationships to global structures 
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can develop in such peripheral countries, as they tend to be dependent on, and 

penetrable by, the global system. Longhofer and Schofer (2010), for instance, find 

that developing countries are more susceptible to global environmental models 

than highly industrialized ones. Smith and Wiest (2005) find a positive 

association between the receipt of official development assistance and 

participation in transnational social movements. And the qualitative literature on 

transnational activism is replete with evidence of individuals and groups in low-

income countries seeking out connections with global actors to gain access to 

resources and power (Keck and Sikkink 1998; see also Murphy 2005).  

Building on this literature, I expect that the most striking expansion of the 

INEE may have taken place not just in the global core, but also in the far, crisis-

affected, global periphery. Concretely, it leads me to expect that the INEE is 

likely to attract at higher rates practitioners based in contexts with few resources 

that are dealing with severe emergency education-related needs. I expect higher 

rates of individuals joining from very poor countries, meaning that the 

relationship posited between country wealth and my outcome is curvilinear: 

individuals from the poorest and the richest countries join at higher rates than 

those from countries in the middle. I also expect higher rates of individuals 

joining from countries beset by large-scale emergencies and dependent on 

international aid. Lastly, I expect higher rates of individuals joining from 

countries struggling with large displaced populations, relative to their national 

wealth. Contrary to public opinion in the West, the vast majority of displaced 

populations are hosted by poor nations rather than rich ones (UNRIC 2016).  
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In addition to my main regression analyses of the countries of residence of 

INEE members, I also conduct more limited, descriptive, analyses of their 

organizational affiliations. Of key interest is whether individuals based in the 

centers of the world system tend to be affiliated with different types of 

organizations than those in the far, crisis-affected, periphery. The following 

sections describe the data assembled to examine these cross-national and 

organizational patterns in the INEE’s membership growth.  

 

Data and Methods 

Description of Data 
I use data on INEE members’ country of residence and organizational 

affiliation coded from online anonymized INEE membership profiles, obtained 

from the INEE secretariat. When joining the INEE, individuals are asked to fill in 

an online profile that includes information on their country of residence and 

organizational affiliation. While the INEE was founded in 2000, it is only since 

2008 that the profiles also track a member’s year of joining the Network. Profiles 

vary in their degree of completeness and thus limit the extent to which I have 

been able to code them for members’ country of residence and organizational 

affiliation. Below I describe the membership data I was able to assemble for each. 

Country of Residence. Out of a total of 10,861 members that joined the 

Network between 2000 and 2014, 9,911 (91%) contained information on their 

country of residence. I aggregated data on these 9,911 members, calculating 

counts of new INEE members per country by year from 2009 to 2014. The reason 

for starting this count in 2009 rather than 2008 is that the Network only started 
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tracking the year members joined in 2008, so data for that year includes people 

who joined in 2008 or before. To construct a master list of all country-years, I 

used the United Nations list of recognized nation-states (and dates of their 

recognition by the United Nations). If a country had zero members join the INEE 

in a given year, the country-year was coded as zero; if not it was filled in with the 

data coded from the INEE membership profiles. This process resulted in a 

country-year panel dataset of new INEE members from 2009 to 2014. In 

assembling the final dataset, I had to drop countries with populations below 

500,000 due to a lack of covariate data; this was also a problem for a small 

number of other countries that were thus dropped (North Korea, Palestine, 

Myanmar, Somalia, South Sudan, Bhutan, and Cape Verde). The final panel 

dataset was completely balanced and consisted of 160 countries with 6 

observations each (total N=960). This dataset captures 9,655 INEE members.8 

Organizational Affiliation. I was able to determine organizational 

affiliations for 8,011 (83%) of the 9,655 INEE members contained in my country-

																																																								
8 An obvious limitation of the country data is that the profiles lacking information 

on country of residence (950) could be systematically different from those that 
are not (9,911). Of the members missing this piece of information, almost all 
(949) joined in 2008 or before (recall that data on ‘year joined’ is only available 
since 2008). It is reasonable to posit that they joined in the early 2000s, when 
the still nascent Network was perhaps not as self-consciously gathering data on 
its members. It is possible that these very early members were concentrated in 
certain countries that dominated the early years of the Network. As there is no 
way of determining this missing information, this is an important consideration 
to keep in mind. However, the fact that 91% of the profiles did contain 
information on country of residence gives reassurance that a large proportion of 
the membership is being captured by my analyses. A second limitation of the 
data (which also applies to the organizational data) is that it is self-reported and 
it is unclear how often members update their profiles. To address concerns about 
this as much as possible, I carve up my data in a number of different ways in 
robustness analyses (more on this below). 
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year dataset. While profiles differ in completeness, members are generally asked 

to enter the name of the organization with which they are affiliated, as well as 

specify what ‘type’ of organization this is.9 Inspecting the data, it became clear 

that members’ ability to accurately classify their organizations according to ‘type’ 

was very limited. Consequently, I adopted the following strategy. Wherever a 

member had provided an organization name as their affiliation (not all filled in 

this information), I examined it by hand and coded it according to a simple 

typology, described in Table 2.2. In many cases, I could classify organizations 

easily as they were well-known agencies or very obviously fell into one category 

(for instance, universities).  In other cases, I conducted online searches to find 

information about the organization that would allow me to categorize it. As my 

typology is relatively simple, I did not need much information about a given 

organization (e.g., for a local NGO, it was enough to find it listed in an NGO 

directory). However, if I was unable to find information about the organization 

after a reasonable online search, I coded a member’s affiliation as unknown. The 

typology is simple and glosses over important differences; however, a more fine-

grained classification was simply not possible given the large number of different 

organizations present in the data and the very limited information available for a 

good number of them. To aggregate the coded organizational affiliations at the 

																																																								
9 The ‘types’ offered in the INEE’s drop-down menu are: Academic/Research 

Institution; Community Organization; Consulting Firm; Donor-Bilateral; Donor-
Multilateral; Foundation; Government – Ministry of Education; Government – 
Other Ministry or Agency; Media/Press; Network; NGO-International; NGO-
National; Private Sector; School/University/Education Institution; Self-
employed/Independent; Teacher Union/Organization; Training Institution; UN 
Agency; Youth Group; Other; No Organizational Affiliation.  
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country-level, the same process was used as described above. For each type of 

organization, a country count of new members per year (2009-2014) was 

calculated and merged into my country-year dataset. If a country had no new 

members in a given year for a given organizational type, that observation was 

coded ‘0’.10 

																																																								
10 The obvious limitation of this data, yet again, is that for 1,644 (17%) of the 

members contained in my dataset, organizational affiliation is unknown (this 
includes members who did not provide information about their organization and 
members whose organization’s type I could not verify). In relation to the 
original membership data (rather than the country-year dataset I assembled for 
which countries were dropped as per the above), the numbers were as follows. I 
was able to code organizational affiliations for 8,229 or 76% of the 10,861 
members who joined between 2000 and 2014. This means that for 2,632 
members this information is unknown; 948 of these were also missing 
information on country. All but 2 of the members missing country information 
were thus also missing sufficient information on organizational affiliation.  
Table A1 in the Appendix shows the distribution of missing organizational data 
by region and year. In 2013 and 2014 (and, to a more limited extent, in 2012) 
the proportions of new members for which organizational affiliation is unknown 
are substantially higher than for the other years (30% or higher for almost all 
regions in 2013 and 2014). A possible reason for this may be changes in the 
sign-up process in recent years, making it less likely for members to enter the 
specific name of their organization. Furthermore, taking all years together, 
organizational data is missing for a notably higher proportion of members from 
the Latin American and Caribbean region (32%). A final important note is that 
the missing organizational data is likely skewed somewhat toward local and 
smaller organizations without any information online.  
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Table 2.2. Organizational Affiliations - Coding Typology 
Type Description Examples 

Bilateral organization Primarily bilateral development agencies, as well as ministries of foreign affairs 
(in many countries responsible for foreign aid) and embassies. USAID, SIDA, DFID 

Multilateral (inter-governmental) 
organization 

International organizations formed between different governments, usually as part 
of a multilateral treaty. 

European Union, OECD, Asian 
Development Bank 

United Nations agency The specialized agencies of the United Nations (for the purposes of this research, 
the World Bank is included here). 

UNICEF, UNESCO, UNDP, World 
Bank 

International non-governmental 
organization/association 

International organizations, associations, networks that are not comprised of 
governments or for-profit agencies. To count as 'international', an organization has 
to have operations in more than one country or have its head office based outside 
the country of its operations. These organizations may or may not be formally 
registered as NGOs or non-profits. Foundations or think tanks with global 
operations are included here, as it is too difficult to distinguish them. 

Save the Children, International 
Rescue Committee, INEE, Catholic 
Relief Services 

National/local government or 
public agency National or local ministries, government agencies, or other public agencies. Ministry of Education, local education 

board, armed forces 

National/local non-governmental 
or community-based 
organization/association  

Local/national/ community-based organizations, associations, and networks that 
are neither government nor for-profit agencies. They may or may not be formally 
registered as NGOs or non-profits. Foundations or think tanks are included here, 
as it is too difficult to distinguish them.  

Society for Peace And Community 
Empowerment (India), Groupe 
Éducatif pour le Développement 
Durable (Niger) 

School Private and public schools or school-like organizations (including also a couple of 
adult education institutions). Includes all levels apart from post-secondary. 

Public school, government school, 
Regents' School Bangkok, Kuwait 
American School 

University/post-secondary 
educational institution 

Private and public universities and post-secondary educational institutions (such as 
vocational training colleges, including for teachers). Also includes university 
research centers. 

Harvard University, University of 
Amsterdam, Laikipia University 

Private sector 
Businesses (including, for instance, for profit consulting agencies) as well as 
independent/self-employed persons (e.g., consultants). No distinction made 
between national and international. 

Chemonics, Management Systems 
International, freelance, independent 
consultant. 
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Variables 
Dependent variable. The dependent variable in the main panel analyses is 

a country-level annual count of the number of individuals that joined the INEE 

each year from 2009 to 2014. In other words, it is a measure of how many new 

INEE members there are from each country each year during this six-year time 

period. This variable has a minimum of 0, maximum of 366, and mean of 8.25. 

The overall standard deviation is 27.06; the between-country standard deviation is 

26.48 and the within-country standard deviation is 5.9.  

 

Independent variables 

Democracy. A country’s political regime is measured using the combined 

polity score from the Polity IV Project, which is a time-varying variable ranging 

from -10 indicating a complete autocracy to 10 indicating a complete democracy 

(Marshall et al. 2016). This is the most widely used measure of the authority 

characteristics of states in comparative, quantitative analysis.  

West. This is a dichotomous indicator measuring whether a country 

belongs to the regions of North America, Western and Central Europe, or 

Australia and New Zealand. Collectively, I refer to these regions as the West. This 

measure has been coded from the World Development Indicators (World Bank 

2015). It is non-time-varying.  

Wealth. To measure country wealth, I employ a time-varying continuous 

variable measuring Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita in constant 2005 

US$, taken from the World Development Indicators (World Bank 2015). I take 

the natural log of this variable to reduce skew. To test whether there is a 
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curvilinear relationship between this predictor and my outcome, I also construct a 

quadratic term of the logged variable by squaring it.  

Humanitarian appeal. To capture countries beset by large-scale 

emergencies and dependent on international aid, I constructed a time-varying 

dichotomous variable that measures whether a country is under a UN 

humanitarian appeal in a given year. A UN humanitarian appeal brings together 

UN agencies, donors, and INGOs to plan, implement, and monitor humanitarian 

activities in a large-scale emergency (both chronic and sudden-onset). If a UN 

humanitarian appeal is in place for a given country, this indicates substantial 

humanitarian needs and a significant dependence on international aid. This 

variable has been coded from the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian 

Affairs Financial Tracking Service (UNOCHA 2016). It includes all types of 

appeals (consolidated appeals, flash appeals, and others). Regional appeals have 

been coded individually for each country included in the regional appeal.  

Displacement. To capture the extent to which a country is dealing with 

displaced populations relative to its resources, I constructed a time-varying 

continuous variable that measures the total population of concern to UNHCR (UN 

High Commissioner for Refugees) hosted by a given country, divided by its GDP 

per capita. This includes refugees and refugee-like populations hosted (not 

generated) and returned refugees, asylum-seekers, internally displaced persons 

(IDPs) and returned IDPs, as well as small numbers of stateless people and others 

that may fall under UNHCR protection. The displacement data comes from the 

statistical yearbooks published by UNHCR (UNHCR various years) and the GDP 
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data is taken from the World Development Indicators (World Bank 2015). As this 

variable is highly skewed, I take its natural log.11  

 

Control variables 

In addition to my main independent variables of interest I include a 

number of control variables. I control for a country’s population size by including 

a time-varying continuous variable measuring population (WDI 2015); I take its 

natural log to reduce skew. Moreover, I include a control for the tertiary gross 

enrollment rate (WDI 2015), given that substantial numbers of INEE members are 

based at universities and thus a country’s higher education landscape may 

influence my outcome. In order to model membership in the INEE above and 

beyond memberships in other INGOs, I include a control for the degree to which 

a country’s citizens are “international joiners” – citizen ties to International Non-

governmental Organizations (INGOs). This is a continuous measure of how many 

INGOs report members in a given country, coded from the Yearbook of 

International Organizations (UIA various years). I log the number of INGO 

memberships due to their positively skewed distribution.12 To control for a 

country’s affliction by conflict and disaster, I include two control variables. One 

measures whether a country is experiencing armed conflict in a given year. This 

conflict data is coded from the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset Version 4 

2015 (Gleditsch et al. 2002; Pettersson and Wallensteen 2015), which defines an 
																																																								
11 I added ‘1’ to all cases to eliminate zeros, before dividing by GDP per capita 
and logging. 
12 Due to data constraints, I use countries’ values in 2009 for this control for all 
years. 
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armed conflict as “a contested incompatibility that concerns government and/or 

territory where the use of armed force between two parties, of which at least one 

is the government of a state, results in at least 25 battle-related deaths.”13 The 

other variable measures how many disasters strike a country in a given year; this 

data is coded from the EMDAT database (CRED 2015) and includes natural 

disasters as well as complex disasters.14 Finally, to account for the possibility that 

a country’s growth in INEE members is affected by prior membership levels, I 

include a control variable that measures whether a country had zero members in 

2008. Table 2.3 lists descriptive statistics for the dependent variable and the 

covariates. Covariates are not lagged as signing up to be an INEE member takes 

very little time. 

  

																																																								
13 This includes intrastate conflict (between a state and one or more internal 

opposition groups), interstate conflict (between two or more states), 
internationalized conflict (intrastate with intervention by other state(s)), and 
extrasystemic conflict (between a state and a non-state group outside its own 
territory).  

14 For a disaster to enter the EMDAT database, one of the following criteria must 
be fulfilled: ten or more people reported killed; hundred or more people reported 
affected; declaration of a state of emergency; call for international assistance. 
Natural disasters are distinguished from technological disasters (e.g., industrial 
accidents) and include situations like earthquakes, floods, and so on. Complex 
disasters are major famine situations for which the drought was not the main 
causal factor.   
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Table 2.3. Descriptive Statistics of Dependent Variable and Covariates 

  Mean Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Dependent variable     
Number of new INEE members 8.25 27.06 0 366 

Control variables     
Population (ln) 16.21 1.52 13.12 21.03 
INGO memberships (ln) 6.57 0.96 4.06 8.36 
Tertiary Enrolment 34.64 27.61 0.65 116.62 
No members in 2008 0.29 - 0 1 
In conflict 0.14 - 0 1 
Number of disasters 2.22 4.01 0 42 

Predictors     
Democracy score 4.06 6.13 -10 10 
West1 0.13 - 0 1 
GDP per capita (ln) 8.10 1.58 4.99 11.33 
GDP per capita (ln) ^2 68.09 26.07 24.89 128.28 
Under UN appeal 0.17 - 0 1 
Displacement/GDP per capita 

(ln) 1.17 3.90 -9.60 9.56 

Notes:	
1 This includes North America, Western, Southern, and Central Europe, and Western Australasia 
(Australia and New Zealand). 
N=960. 
Source: INEE Members Database. 

 

Model 
My dependent variable (new INEE members per year) consists of non-

negative integers limited in range (i.e., counts) and may thus in principle be 

modeled as following the Poisson distribution. However, the Poisson model 

assumes equidispersion, meaning that the conditional mean is equal to the 

conditional variance (Long 1997). This assumption is violated in my data, which 

suffers from overdispersion. I instead model my data using the negative binomial 

model, which relaxes this assumption and allows the variance of the dependent 

variable to exceed its mean, by adding a parameter of overdispersion. I also take 

into account the panel structure of my data (repeated measures for each country 
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over time) resulting in clustering by country and year. I thus use a random-effects 

negative binomial model for my main analyses, appropriate for overdispersed 

panel count data. This yields the following model (Hausman, Hall, and Griliches 

1984):  

!" !!" =  !!" !!" , !!) =
Γ(!!" +  !!")

Γ(!!")Γ !!" + 1
1

1+  !!
!!" !!

1+  !!

!!"
 

 

where 

 !!" is the count for the tth observation in the ith group; 

!!" is a vector of covariates for the tth observation in the ith group; 

!! is the dispersion parameter; and 

!!" is the expected count for the tth observation in the ith group. 

 

Unlike in linear panel models, the specification of random-effects here 

applies to the dispersion parameter !!. In the random-effects negative binomial 

model, the dispersion parameter is the same for all observations in the same 

group, but it varies randomly from group to group. An alternative approach would 

be to use a fixed-effects negative binomial model, where the dispersion parameter 

in a group can take on any value. The random effects model assumes no 

correlation between !! and !!"; when this assumption is violated, it is inconsistent. 

Hausman tests on my models were inconclusive as to whether differences in the 

results of fixed-effects versus random-effects models were systematic. In 

principle, this suggests that a fixed-effects model may be preferable. However, the 

random-effects model is more efficient, particularly when within variation is 

small (as is the case for many of my variables), and it allows for the inclusion of 

non time-varying covariates (such as one of my key predictors – West). My 
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strategy is thus to estimate random-effects models and report fixed-effects models 

in the Appendix.15 

 

Results 

Descriptive Analyses of Regional and Country Patterns 
Table 2.4 displays regional differences in INEE membership; it shows the 

average number of new members joining each year from 2009 to 2014 (left panel) 

as well as the Network’s total membership in 2008 and 2014 (right panel). 

Regional patterns are very consistent over time and when comparing membership 

growth to total membership. The West (North America, Western, Southern, and 

Central Europe, and Western Australasia) consistently features the highest growth 

rates and Eastern Europe consistently the lowest. After the West, Asia has the 

highest number of new members for most years, followed by the Sub-Saharan 

Africa and the Middle East/North Africa regions, and then Latin America and the 

Caribbean. This overall pattern in growth rates is by and large mirrored in the 

total membership numbers. By 2014, individuals from Western countries made up 

																																																								
15 A final issue to consider is that of inflated zeros. Count data often features an 

excessive number of ‘0’ outcomes, which can be handled by zero-inflated 
models (Long 1997). Such zero-inflated models assume that the population 
consists of two groups: the first captures individuals (countries in my case) that 
have zero probability of a count greater than ‘0’ (these are called the structural 
zeros) and the second consists of individuals (here countries) that do not fall into 
this structural zero group (though they may have counts of ‘0’). While between 
34 and 59 countries have ‘0’ new members each year in my dataset (for a total 
of 270 ‘0’ outcomes), there are only 9 countries that have ‘0’ new members 
every single year (Bulgaria, Cuba, Equatorial Guinea, Guyana, Lithuania, 
Moldova, Oman, Slovakia, and Turkmenistan). This suggests that a structural 
zero process is unlikely; I thus stick to the simpler non-zero inflated negative 
binomial model. 
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48% of the Network’s membership, those from Sub-Saharan Africa 20%, and 

those from Asia 17%. For the remaining regions, the numbers fall under 10%: 8% 

of members are drawn from the Middle East and North Africa region, 6% from 

Latin America and the Caribbean, and, finally, a mere 1% from Eastern Europe.  

 

Table 2.4. Membership by Region over Time 

 Average number of new members Total number of 
members 

  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2008 2014 
West1 27.00 30.62 33.62 32.71 27.86 26.95 837 4591 
Asia 8.91 8.82 12.95 12.68 8.64 6.95 319 1616 
Sub-Saharan Africa 3.93 6.32 7.82 7.41 6.25 4.11 419 1996 
Middle East & North Africa 4.30 4.85 4.50 6.20 7.45 8.00 61 767 
Latin America & Caribbean 1.67 2.54 4.00 3.08 5.17 3.67 87 570 
Eastern Europe 0.59 0.76 0.90 0.55 0.38 0.34 13 115 
All regions 6.74 8.09 9.67 9.41 8.34 7.24 1736 9655 
Notes: 
1 This includes North America, Western, Southern, and Central Europe, and Western Australasia 
(Australia and New Zealand). 
Source: INEE Members Database. 

 

For insight into trends at the country-level, Figures 2.3 and 2.4 graph the 

average number of new members per year for countries at the top and at the 

bottom, respectively.16 A number of Western countries dominate, with the United 

States at the helm, but they are joined by a group of countries clearly not part of 

the Western core, including low- or lower-middle income countries, such as the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Ivory Coast, and Nigeria, as well as 

middle-income countries dealing with refugee crises, such as Jordan and Lebanon. 

																																																								
16 Figure 2.3 shows the top 20 countries and Figure 2.4 the bottom 27. The 

numbers vary because bottom countries often have the same number of 
members, making it impossible to cut off at 20 (i.e., countries 18-27 have the 
same number of members).  
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Many of the least represented countries are Eastern European as is to be expected 

given the regional breakdowns shown earlier; some of the Gulf States also show 

up here. Only nine countries have never gained any members over the course of 

the years included in my data: Bulgaria, Cuba, Equatorial Guinea, Guyana, 

Lithuania, Moldova, Oman, Slovakia, and Turkmenistan. 

 
Figure 2.3. Countries with Highest Average Numbers of New Annual INEE 
Members 

 
Source: INEE Members Database. 
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Figure 2.4. Countries with Lowest Average Numbers of New Annual INEE 
Members  
 

 
Source: INEE Members Database. 

 

In line with the role Western agencies and professionals played in the 

post-EFA mobilization around education in situations of conflict and crisis, and 

the dominance of these actors in the international aid industry at large, these 
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movement driven in great part by individuals based in the Western core. And yet 

the country trends in particular point to the reach of this movement into the more 
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Model 1 includes just the controls. Models 2 through 6 add the independent 

variables of interest one by one: the indicator variable capturing the Western 

region, the measure for a country’s democracy score, the measure of GDP per 

capita and its square term (both logged), the measure of whether a country is 

under a UN appeal, and, finally, the variable accounting for a country’s 

displacement situation relative to its economy: the (logged) number of persons of 

concern to UNHCR divided by GDP per capita.  

I report incidence rate ratios (exponentiated coefficients); values above 1 

signify positive associations and values below 1 negative ones. For example, a 

value of ‘1.04’ would be interpreted as “each unit increase in the independent 

variable increases the expected annual count of new members by a factor of 1.04 

or 4%”. A value of ‘0.30’ would be interpreted as “each unit increase in the 

independent variable decreases the expected annual count of new members by a 

factor of 0.30 or 70%.” 
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Table 2.5. Random-Effects Negative Binomial Models Predicting Counts of 
New INEE Members, 2009-2014. Incidence Rate Ratios (Standard Errors). 
  Model 

1 
Model 

2 
Model 

3 
Model 

4 
Model 

5 
Model 

6 
Control variables       

Population (ln) 1.37*** 1.54*** 1.58*** 1.65*** 1.70*** 1.61*** 

 (0.09) (0.10) (0.10) (0.12) (0.12) (0.12) 
Tertiary Enrolment 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 

 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
INGO memberships (ln) 1.32* 0.99 0.91 0.83 0.81 0.82 

 (0.17) (0.13) (0.12) (0.14) (0.13) (0.13) 
In conflict 0.97 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 0.98 

 (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.10) 
# of disasters 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 

 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
No members in 2008 0.30*** 0.42*** 0.42*** 0.39*** 0.40*** 0.41*** 

 (0.06) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) 
Predictor variables       

West  4.12*** 4.10*** 1.65 1.63 1.63 

  (1.07) (1.05) (0.56) (0.55) (0.53) 
Democracy score   1.03* 1.03** 1.04** 1.04** 

   (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
GDP per cap. (ln)    0.13*** 0.15*** 0.18** 

    (0.07) (0.08) (0.10) 
GDP per cap. (ln) ^2    1.14*** 1.13*** 1.13*** 

    (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) 
Under UN appeal     1.37*** 1.32** 

     (0.12) (0.12) 
Displacement/GDP per cap. 

(ln)      1.05* 

      (0.02) 
Constant 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 6.29 1.80 1.57 

 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (14.16) (4.00) (3.43) 
Random effect       

r in Beta (r,s) 2.55*** 2.98*** 3.04*** 3.09*** 3.31*** 3.44*** 

 (0.34) (0.41) (0.42) (0.42) (0.46) (0.48) 
s in Beta (r,s) 2.05*** 2.54*** 2.69*** 2.66*** 2.83*** 2.97*** 

  (0.31) (0.40) (0.43) (0.42) (0.45) (0.48) 
Number of observations 960 960 960 960 960 960 
Number of countries 160 160 160 160 160 160 
* p<0.05  ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001	
Incidence rate ratios reported. 
 	 	 	 	 	 	Source: INEE Members 
Database. 
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By and large, findings lend support to my main arguments. The 

democracy variable shows a positive and significant association with the outcome 

in all but one of the models. The variable for West shows a strong and positive 

association with the outcome, but this effect disappears once the variables for 

GDP per capita are included.17 The GDP findings indeed point to a curvilinear 

relationship between GDP per capita and the rate at which individuals in a 

country join the INEE: the single term is negatively correlated with the outcome 

and the quadratic term positively. Both associations are significant and remain so 

throughout the models. The UN appeal variable is positively and significantly 

associated with the outcome; this is consistent throughout. And, as expected, the 

displacement variable is positively and significantly associated with the rate at 

which individuals in a country join the INEE.  

The controls show two consistent effects. The population control has a 

significant positive association with the outcome; this is consistent throughout the 

models. As expected, the control that measures if a country has zero members in 

2008 has a negative and significant association with the outcome; this also 

remains consistent throughout. The INGO variable has a significant positive 

effect in the first model, but this disappears as soon as predictors are included.  

To visually portray the curvilinear relationship between country wealth 

and the rate at which its citizens join the INEE, Figure 2.5 plots GDP per capita 

against the predicted annual count of new INEE members. In creating the graph, 

																																																								
17 The variable for West remains significant in all models when the control for the 

2008 membership is excluded – see the robustness analyses further described 
below and shown in the Appendix.  
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Model 6 is used, all other covariates are set to the mean, and the random effect is 

assumed to be zero. For visual purposes, the x-axis is created using the 

logarithmic scale, but for purposes of interpretation, the x-values display the non-

log-transformed values of the GDP per capita variable (the first value is close to 

the variable’s minimum in my data and the last value somewhat less close to its 

maximum). The graph illustrates that for the average country, predicted growth 

rates are higher at the tail ends of the GDP per capita spectrum, and lowest at its 

middle: individuals from the poorest countries and the richest countries join at 

higher rates than those from countries in the middle.  

 

Figure 2.5. Curvilinear Relationship between GDP per Capita and Predicted 
Annual Count of New INEE members 
 

 
 

A good example for this finding is Libya. With a civil war ongoing since 

2011 and internal displacement numbers in the hundreds of thousands, it is 
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striking that between 2000 and 2014, only 8 individuals based in Libya, an upper 

middle-income country, had joined the INEE. While this does not necessarily 

mean that Libya sees no investment in education in emergency situations on 

behalf of international agencies (UNICEF, for instance, focuses on education 

programming in the Libyan crisis), it illustrates qualitatively the quantitative 

finding that individuals from middle-income countries are less likely to join the 

INEE, controlling for other factors.  

 

Organizational Affiliations in the Western Core and the Crisis-Affected Far 
Periphery 

To summarize thus far, my empirical analyses highlight a two-pronged 

global expansion. On one hand, membership growth in the INEE is clearly and 

very consistently driven by individuals residing in the Western and wealthy 

advanced democracies, or the dominant core of the world system, most extremely 

the United States. But my analyses also show the expansion of the global 

movement for emergency education into what may be considered the far 

peripheries of the world. Concretely, the second engine for membership growth 

comes from individuals in countries far down on the national income spectrum, 

and those struggling with large-scale emergencies and displacement crises, 

relative to meager national resources. How did the global emergency education 

movement mobilize individuals across these rather distant world contexts? 

For insight into this question, Table 2.6 highlights the organizations 

dominating membership growth in the far periphery and the core. It shows 

organizational affiliations in the rich Western democracies (representing the most 
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extreme core) and organizational affiliations in countries that in at least one of the 

years under study here were coded as falling into the poorest 25% of countries, 

having a UN humanitarian appeal in place, and facing above average 

displacement, relative to their resources (representing the most extreme 

periphery). Looking at organizational affiliations in these two main mobilizing 

world contexts suggests that the global movement for emergency education 

capitalized on a today greatly expanded global organizational infrastructure, 

linking world centers with global peripheries. Across both contexts, members are 

heavily affiliated with international organizations. Combining the numbers on 

international NGOs and donor agencies, 45% of members in the Western core 

were affiliated with international agencies in 2008 and 36% in 2014; the numbers 

for the crisis-affected periphery are 61% and 50%, respectively. This is not to say 

that members are not affiliated with national or local organizations or that there 

are no differences. Clearly, national and local organizations also play a role and 

apparently differentially so in the two contexts, with universities dominating in 

the core and national or local NGOs and community-based organizations being 

more extensively involved in the crisis-affected periphery. However, the 

important point is that the expansion of this network and the global mobilization 

for education in emergencies was in good part made possible by today’s expanded 

global organizational infrastructure. 
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Table 2.6. Organizational Affiliations of INEE members in the Western Core and the Crisis-Affected Far Periphery 

    All 
org. 

Donor 
agencies3 INGOs National/local 

gov. 

National/local 
NGOs & 

CBOs 
Schools Univ. Private 

sector 

Unknown 
org. 

affiliation 
  Average number of new members per year 
Western core1  29.79 2.98 7.20 0.76 0.80 1.25 8.43 3.11 5.26 
Crisis-affected far periphery2  9.58 1.32 3.19 0.59 1.28 0.57 0.71 0.37 1.56 
All regions   8.25 1.04 2.23 0.40 0.57 0.37 1.45 0.63 1.56 
  Total number of members in 2008 

Western core1 
Number 837 116 256 18 19 23 262 90 53 

Percent of all members  14% 31% 2% 2% 3% 31% 11% 6% 

Crisis-affected far periphery2 
Number 405 73 176 23 56 8 21 20 28 

Percent of all members  18% 43% 6% 14% 2% 5% 5% 7% 
All regions   1736 278 585 65 147 46 338 135 142 
  Total number of members in 2014 

Western core1 
Number 4591 491 1163 114 120 181 1324 482 716 

Percent of all members  11% 25% 2% 3% 4% 29% 11% 16% 

Crisis-affected far periphery2 
Number 2126 310 750 129 287 107 148 86 309 

Percent of all members  15% 35% 6% 14% 5% 7% 4% 15% 
All regions   9655 1280 2724 449 692 399 1732 735 1644 
Notes:	
1 Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and United States of America. Countries were included if they were Western wealthy advanced democracies. 
2 Afghanistan, Benin, Burkina Faso, Central African Republic, Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, 
Kyrgyzstan, Liberia, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Nepal, Niger, Pakistan, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Tajikistan, Timor-Leste, Togo, Uganda, 
Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe. Countries were included if in any of the years under study, they fell into the poorest 25%, had an appeal in place, and faced above 
average displacement, relative to their resources. 
3 This includes bilateral and multilateral organizations and UN agencies. 
Source: INEE Members Database. 
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Robustness Checks and Additional Analyses 
Table A2 in the Appendix presents the results of various robustness 

checks. Model 1 displays the results of a fixed-effects negative binomial 

regression estimated on the full model in Table 2.5 (excluding the variables for 

West and 2008 membership as they are not time-varying). The directions of the 

associations are all the same as in the main modeling presented in Table 2.5. 

However, the only variables that show significant associations are population and 

the two terms for GDP. This is not particularly surprising given the small within-

variation of variables within my data and the conservative nature of the fixed-

effects model. Model 2 reports the results of fitting a random-effects linear model 

using not raw counts, but the natural log of annual counts of new members from 

2009 to 2014.18 The findings are re-assuring: the directions and significance of 

almost all associations are the same as or very comparable to those in Table 2.5. 

Models 3 and 4 re-estimate the full model from Table 2.5, using random-effects 

negative binomial regression; however, Model 3 drops the observations from the 

USA (as its numbers are so large) and Model 4 drops the control for the 2008 

membership (which may confound some of the other associations). The findings 

are robust; the only substantive difference being that the variable for West 

remains significant once the control for the 2008 membership is dropped. Finally, 

Models 5 through 8 present the findings of cross-sectional negative binomial 

analyses that use total counts of members in 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014 as their 

dependent variables. Again, findings are predominantly robust, though some 

																																																								
18 ‘1’ added to all cases to eliminate zeros. 
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significance levels decline/disappear (to be expected given the severe reduction in 

sample size). The only substantive difference is that in the 2014 model, the 

association between UN appeal and the outcome becomes negative, but is not 

significant. 

Beyond these robustness checks, I also estimated models including 

additional variables: 1) all the regional indicator variables with West as reference 

(associations all negative, but only significant for Eastern Europe and Sub-

Saharan Africa); 2) a variable measuring the amount of humanitarian aid received 

per capita (association positive and significant; yet that variable is correlated -.8 

with GDP per capita making the appeal variable a better choice); 3) a variable 

measuring secondary enrolment (positive but insignificant; tertiary enrolment is a 

better choice given INEE members based in universities); and 4) a measure of 

access to the internet (positive but insignificant; introduces multicollinearity 

issues with GDP). The inclusion of these variables did not change the direction or, 

in most cases, significance of any of the covariates included in Table 2.5. I also 

tried out various alternatives to the displacement variable (e.g., refugees hosted 

per capita versus IDPs hosted per capita); all suggested similar effects – I stick to 

the overall ‘persons of concern’ measure for simplicity. The conclusion from 

these robustness checks and additional analyses is that my findings are robust to a 

number of different specifications.  
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Discussion and Conclusion 

This article has highlighted the emergence and expansion of a recent and 

remarkable global movement focused on the delivery of education in 

humanitarian crises. Education was historically not part of the services delivered 

in the aftermath of conflicts or disasters, which sought to feed people, provide 

shelter for them, and protect them from diseases. Apart from limited refugee 

education programs, educating populations affected by emergencies was not on 

the global agenda. In stark contrast, an unprecedented global mobilization for 

education in humanitarian crises has occurred since the turn of the 21st century. 

Focusing on an international network integral to this mobilization, the article has 

sought to explain how an organized and expansive global movement centered on 

emergency education emerged and mobilized thousands of people around the 

world in a relatively short time frame. 

The argument developed here has centered on world cultural shifts and 

organizational dynamics. On one hand, I have argued that today’s mobilization 

for emergency education built on changing global cultural notions that re-

envisioned education as individual human right rather than predominantly serving 

the national state, which facilitated more expansive global educational 

interventions to protect this right, particularly in the globally-dependent 

peripheries of the world. On the other hand, I have argued that the mobilization 

built on a global organizational infrastructure linking world centers to such crisis-

affected peripheries to mobilize individuals in both contexts around education in 

emergencies. To make this argument, the article has highlighted the origins of the 
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INEE amidst an unprecedented global campaign for worldwide access to 

schooling as a human right in the 1990s and 2000s, which de-legitimized an 

earlier taken-for-granted absence of education in emergency settings and gave rise 

to a sub-mobilization around the issue by a group of international aid workers. 

And the empirical analysis has demonstrated a two-pronged expansion in the 

network’s membership, with the highest growth rates found in the Western and 

wealthy advanced democracies, but high growth also happening in poor, aid-

dependent countries struggling with displacement. Importantly, it has shown that 

in both of these main mobilizing world contexts, network members are heavily 

affiliated with international organizations. 

Data constraints make it impossible to trace the expansion of the INEE 

since 2000 and determine empirically whether its growth in early years was 

happening predominantly in the West, and the reach into the periphery came later. 

But the early mobilization around education in situations of conflict and crisis 

certainly came from within the Western core: the early meetings saw little 

representation from individuals based in crisis zones – as I note above, at the 

meeting when the INEE was founded, the vast majority of representatives were 

based in the Global North. It would be worthwhile to know more about the 

individual characteristics of INEE members. A great number of them are likely 

somewhat disembodied from their national states (or organizations): global 

individuals who work on global problems across different national contexts and 

work places. A great deal of fluidity is to be expected in their countries of 

residence and organizational affiliations, which is not captured by my analyses 
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but would give us a better sense of how the global texture of the field may be 

weaved through individuals travelling across geographic and professional spaces. 

Moreover, better insight into individual motivations for joining the INEE would 

put more meat onto the patterns described here; of particular interest of course 

would be differences across members joining from the Western core versus those 

from non-Western conflict and crisis zones.  

The rise of the education in emergencies field represents a substantial 

global transformation. A mere thirty years ago, humanitarian contexts were by 

and large not accepted as appropriate spaces for global educational interventions. 

Today, a highly organized global field has arisen to deal with emergency 

education situations. This article contributes to our understanding of this 

transformation by illuminating the factors that allowed an organized global 

movement focused on emergency education to develop and expand globally. In 

doing so, it highlights the world cultural and organizational contingencies that 

shape how the international community responds to humanitarian emergencies 

and which of the many needs of emergency-affected populations receive global 

attention. 
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 Article 3: Education in Conflict and Emergencies – Consensus and 

Contestations in an Emerging Professional Field 

	
	
Abstract 

The delivery of education in humanitarian crises has only recently become a 

professionally managed global endeavor, contrasting with education’s long 

institutionalization as a professionally delivered development activity. This article 

examines this professionalization of education in conflict and emergencies as an 

emergent sub-field of the global education sector. It draws on semi-structured 

interviews with 31 expatriate specialists working on education in conflict and 

emergency settings at a range of international governmental and non-

governmental organizations spanning the humanitarian and development domains. 

Given the recentness of education in emergencies as a global professional task, 

the article asks: how do international specialists working in this field understand 

and negotiate their professional identity and activity in an institutional field that is 

still in the making? Findings highlight contestations and debates, as there often 

are prior to a field becoming institutionalized, notwithstanding consensus around 

this being a distinctive domain wherein global action and professional 

intervention are needed. Concretely, contestations remain around the field’s 

relationship to the more established professional domain of educational 

development and the question of how much to emphasize local and practice-based 

knowledge versus abstract principles and portable practices.   
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Introduction 

The taken-for-granted role of global experts in the modern world tends to 

obscure that professional jurisdictions establishing which specialists have “control 

over what, when, and how” (Abbott 1988, 3) are not primordial, but constructed. 

A striking example of a new educational domain being defined as amenable to 

global expert management consists in the recent rise of a global professional 

community specializing in education delivery in humanitarian crises. Educational 

development has long been a jurisdiction for global specialists, with education 

institutionalized as integral development activity beginning in the post World War 

II years (Fagerlind and Saha 1989; Fuller 1990; Chabbott and Ramirez 2000). In 

contrast, the provision of education in humanitarian crises until very recently was 

not a professionally managed global endeavor. Historically, there were strong 

divisions between short-term humanitarian efforts focused on survival and long-

term development efforts focused on poverty alleviation (Barnett 2011). The 

taken-for-granted assumption was that education was first and foremost part of 

the latter and had little place in the former (Burde 2007). And yet a recent global 

mobilization around “Education for All” has facilitated a dramatic rise in 

academic and professional interest in education in conflict- and crisis-affected 

contexts in the past two decades, testament to the success of education as an 

institution permeating a growing number of social domains (see e.g. the collection 

of articles edited by Bengtsson and Dryden-Peterson 2016).  

This article highlights and examines this ongoing process of constructing 

education in conflict and emergency situations as a novel global professional 
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domain in the international education sector. Once institutionalized, global 

professional roles and authorities are powerful and often routinely performed and 

invoked. But the road to such stability is long and uncertain. For 

professionalization to be successful, a budding professional community must 

work out boundaries around professional entry, the domain of work, and the 

development of procedures and roles abstracted from concrete particulars (Larson 

1979; Freidson 1986; Abbott 1988). Given the recentness of education in 

emergencies as a global professional task, the article asks: how do international 

specialists working in this field understand and negotiate their professional 

identity and activity in an institutional field that is still in the making? How do 

they navigate their work in a developing professional field where institutionalized 

structures and “logics of appropriateness” (March and Olsen 1984) about 

professional paths, roles, and activities have not yet settled? Empirically, the 

article draws on semi-structured interviews with 31 expatriate specialists working 

on the issue at a range of international governmental and non-governmental 

organizations involved in this emerging sub-field of international aid.  

Reflecting the infusion of education with the humanitarian spirit of 

“transcendent dedication” (Redfield 2012) in this new field, the interviews 

signaled substantial emphasis on personal caring and moral responsibility, rather 

than purely professionalized narratives around advanced training and specialized 

knowledge. Indeed, for most people interviewed, there was no institutionalized 

professional path into and through this line of work – a professional pioneerism 

that came with thrills and frustrations. Respondents had become involved through 
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diverse pathways ranging from teaching or educational management to traditional 

educational development to humanitarian reporting. Some described “accidental” 

routings into the field, often driven by personal connections and random 

occurrences, and others worked out the skills needed for this type of work along 

the way. Beyond consensus, and in some cases moral fervor, around the need for 

education in conflict and emergencies, the interviews revealed ongoing 

contestations around the professional task and how it should be done. Along one 

dimension, the field’s positioning across the humanitarian and development 

sectors offered respondents maneuverability in conceptualizing their domain of 

work, allowing for a whole range of not always harmonious interpretations, 

particularly in terms of how that kind of work differed from educational 

development. Along a second dimension, findings illustrate a partial and 

contested construction of education in conflict and emergencies as a globally 

abstracted sphere of work. While respondents were evidently engaged in portable, 

global-level work, there was a tangible sense that experience and grounding “in 

the field” (i.e., in the locales in which development and relief services are 

delivered) remains the professional badge. Moreover, people were wrestling with 

abstracted tools and engaging in problematic definitions of their global roles and 

authority vis-à-vis their local and national counterparts and crisis-affected 

communities.  

These findings reflect the broader insight that many now institutionalized 

domains were contested terrains in an earlier era (Ramirez 2006). The 

contribution of the article lies in examining the professionalization of education in 
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humanitarian settings as an emergent sub-field of educational aid: the interviews 

reveal strong consensus that this is where global action and distinctive strategies 

are needed, albeit continued contestations around the field’s relationship to 

educational development and emphasis on local and practice-based knowledge 

versus generalizable principles and practices. 

 

Background 

Professionalization and International Aid Work 

The growing influence of “experts,” “professionals,” or “specialists” in 

different sectors of (global) society is well-established, with many studies 

pointing to today’s pervasive valorization of professional values and ideals (Brint 

1994; Leicht and Fennel 1997; Evetts 2003). This valorization itself stems from 

vastly expanded higher education systems and widespread trust in scientific and 

rational approaches to managing the natural and social world (Drori et al. 2006; 

Meyer and Bromley 2013). As a consequence, the world has become 

professionalized beyond the historic corporatist professions (doctors, lawyers, 

theologians), with business schools supplying managerial professionals (Sahlin-

Andersson and Engwall 2002) and almost any occupation capable of being 

“professional” if incorporating an emphasis on educational credentials, formal 

knowledge, and professional self-improvement (Wilensky 1964).  

The international aid sector has been deeply affected by these 

professionalization processes. Prosocial work in general has become much more 

professionalized. Nonprofit organizations – formerly run by amateurs and 
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volunteers - today tend to be staffed by managerial and substantive professionals 

leading to much rationalization of their activities (Hwang and Powell 2009; Maier 

et al. 2014). In international aid, what used to be a sector populated by former 

colonial officers (see e.g. Kothari 2006) and missionaries has become increasingly 

professionalized over time, with the establishment of university degrees and other 

training programs in development and humanitarian practice, the formulation of 

standards and codes of conduct, and the emergence of networks and organizations 

dedicated to the professional analysis and performance of aid work (Slim 1995; 

Chabbott 2003; Walker 2004; Barnett 2005, 2011; Roth 2012, 2015). As I 

describe in further detail below, this professionalizing process happened later for 

humanitarianism than development – an important point for this article.  

This paper is focused on the experience of expatriates, as opposed to staff 

hired locally by aid agencies in low income or emergency contexts. Historically, 

much of international aid work consisted of long-term expatriate placements in 

what is termed “the field” – the locales in which development and relief services 

are delivered, as opposed to the head offices of aid organizations, usually based in 

Western metropolises. Today, agencies increasingly staff their overseas field 

offices with local staff, although senior management positions still tend to be 

dominated by expatriates who in any case are positioned at the top of the 

workforce hierarchy (Roth 2015). This growing focus on hiring locals means that 

today expatriates are often, though not always, based in headquarters and 

involved in global advocacy and policy work, while advising field offices from 

afar and in short-term field deployments. They are thus examples of global 
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experts whose professional authority has, in principle, worldwide reach. In 

contrast to an earlier valorization of quasi-anthropological knowledge of a 

particular region, they today tend to be hired for their technical, portable, and 

universalistic expertise (Oelberger 2014). Deep cultural and contextual 

knowledge is largely assumed to be the domain of locally hired staff (Roth 2012).  

Educational development as a sub-field of the international aid sector 

reflects these broader trends and has over time grown substantially more 

professionalized – both in terms of the people doing the work (Chabbott and 

Ramirez 2000) and in terms of the activities carried out by organizations 

(Bromley 2010). It is only very recently, however, that education in situations of 

conflict and crisis has emerged as a visible organizational field within 

international aid and become a specialized sector of intervention for international 

aid specialists. The following section describes this shift. 

 

The Rise of Education in Conflict and Emergencies as a Global Professional 

Field 

The international aid sector is shaped by a historic division into short-term 

humanitarian relief focused on acute needs triggered by emergencies (like violent 

conflicts, disasters, droughts, epidemics) and long-term development efforts 

targeting the alleviation of poverty. This historic division continues to be reflected 

in the compartmentalization of these two domains within aid organizations and 

funding (for instance, many donor countries still have separate agencies 

responsible for relief and development). Humanitarianism is older than the 
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international development project, which is widely seen as starting with Truman’s 

“Four Points” speech in 1949 (Chabbott 2003). In contrast, humanitarianism dates 

back to at least the 19th century and the establishment of the International 

Committee of the Red Cross and the Geneva Conventions (Finnemore 1999). 

While development is informed by what especially historically was a moralistic 

progress narrative, it became institutionalized into bilateral and multilateral aid 

agencies fairly quickly and professionalized earlier than humanitarianism. 

Humanitarianism long retained its reliance on universalistic moral authority 

rooted in humanitarian ideals centered on the individual, conceived in terms of 

basic needs or rights, as “a source of, or manifestation of, universality” (Sending 

2016, 104). Unlike development, the institutionalization and professionalization 

of humanitarianism only took hold in the post-Cold War era, with the sector 

expanding from a handful of relief agencies, national states getting more 

involved, and humanitarians having to demonstrate their competence (Barnett 

2005).  

During this time, the division between relief and development narrowed, 

as both sectors moved toward rights-based approaches and an interest in the root 

causes of conflict and crisis (Slim 2000; Raisin and Ramsbotham 2001; Barnett 

2005, 2011). The recent development of a sub-field dedicated to the promotion of 

education in humanitarian crises is a symbol for these blurring boundaries 

between development and relief (Burde 2007). Historically, education was 

anchored in the development space and rarely delivered by the global community 

in humanitarian responses. The few education initiatives that existed in 
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emergency settings were “a loose collection of educational programs deeply 

embedded in local contexts” (Dryden-Peterson 2016, 195). Over the past two 

decades, however, a new field has developed at the global level wherein 

international aid agencies and specialists from both the development and the 

humanitarian side now design and implement global education programs and 

standards in emergencies, chronic crises, and reconstruction. The rise of the field 

is first and foremost traceable to the “Education for All (EFA)” campaign for 

worldwide schooling, which re-conceptualized education as a deeply fundamental 

human right, thus re-casting crises as threat to education and providing a 

mobilizing platform for international aid professionals committed to education in 

such crisis-affected settings. The formulation of global targets for EFA led to the 

recognition “that the international community would not reach these targets unless 

they paid particular attention to the education of those farthest from reaching the 

EFA Goals – those affected by crisis and disaster” (Mendizabal and Hearn 

2011:23). After the second EFA conference in 2000, education in emergency 

situations became an EFA flagship program and the Inter-Agency Network for 

Education in Emergencies (INEE) was founded in Geneva by representatives 

from a group of humanitarian and development aid agencies to promote inter-

agency collaboration in securing the right to education in emergencies and post-

crisis reconstruction (UNHCR 2000).  

Since then, the issue has become a visible sub-field in the international aid 

industry, aided in part by a donor focus on fragile states after 9/11 (Novelli 2010) 

and, most recently, the refugee crisis. This includes new global networks and 
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working groups within aid agencies and corresponding funding streams and jobs, 

global standards, tools, and best practice guides for education programming in 

conflict- and crisis-affected situations, as well as a new scholarly journal and 

academic and training programs in the field (Winthrop and Matsui 2013). 

Importantly, education has been incorporated into the humanitarian response 

system, exemplified by the Global Education Cluster within the United Nations 

Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs. And strikingly, the INEE 

grew from just a small group of individual aid professionals in 2000 into an 

influential global network with in 2014 over 10,000 individual members in more 

than 150 countries. The INEE’s perhaps greatest achievement has been the 

development of the “Minimum Standards” - now widely recognized global tools 

for standardizing emergency education programming and providing a minimum 

level of education in emergency situations. 

As suggested by these standardization and rationalization activities, key 

actors in this institutionalizing field are explicitly promoting the 

professionalization of education programming in conflict and emergency settings. 

In addition to the Minimum Standards, the INEE, for example, has developed a 

range of training and capacity development tools and has recently launched a 

peer-reviewed academic journal: the Journal on Education in Emergencies. 

Similarly, the Global Education Cluster has made capacity development and 

training a central part of its activities, offering, for instance, training courses on 

coordinating education programming in humanitarian crises. A more recently 

established network, the Education in Conflict and Crisis Network founded in 
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2015 by the United States Agency for International Development, is similarly 

focused on professionalization; one of its work areas, for instance, seeks to 

determine what constitutes “good evidence” in education in conflict and crisis 

environments. The construction of education in emergencies as a professionally 

managed endeavor at the global level has thus been an integral facet in the 

development of this new field. The aim here is to illuminate this ongoing process 

of professionalization in an emergent field. 

 

Theoretical Perspective 

 The sociological literature on the professions illustrates 

professionalization as a boundary forming process that establishes and 

differentiates spheres of professional jurisdiction and control. Professionalization 

involves ‘professing’ to know better than others in a given domain in order to 

establish legitimate control over it – professional authority, in other words 

(Hughes 1963). It entails the construction of symbolic and social boundaries that 

distinguish professionals, “experts from laymen, science from non-science, 

disciplines between themselves” (Lamont and Molnar 2002, 177), and define their 

legitimate domain. This includes the articulation of legitimate pathways of entry, 

the definition and re-definition of professional tasks and problems, and the 

creation of abstracted procedures and roles that govern practical techniques 

(Larson 1979; Gieryn 1983; Freidson 1986; Abbott 1988). Importantly, much of 

this takes place in relation to other professions, with jurisdictional boundaries 

between professions fluid and contestable (Abbott 1988). 
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This article adopts an institutional lens to study this process, interpreting it 

as the development of institutionalized understandings about the sources of 

professional authority, including appropriate professional roles and pathways in 

and through the profession, and the legitimate domain of a given professional 

community. Indeed, the institutional tradition in sociology (Meyer and Rowan 

1977; Powell and DiMaggio 1991) has long seen professionals as central features 

of the institutional environment (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). In its most 

phenomenological versions, institutional theory conceptualizes professionals as 

“disinterested rationalized others” (Meyer et al. 1997, 165) whose culturally 

legitimated knowledge carries and constructs institutional models of society 

(Meyer and Jepperson 2000). In some arguments they take on more active roles in 

constructing institutions. For example, DiMaggio (1991) emphasizes the role of 

professionals in structurating art museums into an organizational field and most 

recently some scholars have embraced substantially more “agentic” versions of 

these arguments. Scott (2008) argues that professionals are “the preeminent 

institutional agents of our time,” pivotal in the “creation and tending of 

institutions” (219; see also McCann et al. 2013 and Suddaby and Viale 2011). De-

emphasizing an agentic account of professionals as institutional change agents, I 

focus on how they understand and negotiate their professional identity and 

activity in an institutional field that is still in the making and where 

institutionalized rules and structures are not fully developed. While this in many 

ways precluded taken-for-granted enactment of professional pursuits, as I show 

below, it was not necessarily strategic. Instead, I emphasize the ways in which the 
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global specialists interviewed for this study were “muddling through” (Powell and 

Rerup forthcoming), having to develop their own interpretations and routes in a 

new field where pathways into the profession, the boundaries of their professional 

domain, and possibilities for professional abstraction from context were still very 

much ‘up for grabs.’  

 

Data and Methods 

 The data analyzed in this chapter comes from 31 semi-structured 

interviews conducted with international specialists working in the field of 

education in emergencies and conflict. For the purpose of this study, the field was 

conceptualized broadly to capture a range of perspectives: education specialists 

working in archetypal acute and protracted humanitarian settings as well as 

educational development specialists working on issues of conflict and crisis, and 

individuals doing both. Given my interest in the formation of this field as a global 

professional jurisdiction, the sampling was limited to individuals who were 

engaged in this type of work at the global level, as international, or expatriate, 

specialists. Importantly, this means that the data collected here do not illuminate 

the nature of the field as a whole and future research should be focused on 

capturing the experiences of national and local staff. But while limited, the 

present chapter does offer useful insights into the experiences of international 

specialists. I used my contacts at the Inter-Agency Network for Education in 

Emergencies (INEE) to connect me with such global specialists from a range of 

organizations. As this network is the most prominent inter-agency forum in the 
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field this means that the vast majority of respondents (26/31) either presently or in 

the past had participated in the steering group or working groups of the INEE or, 

in the case of 5 individuals, worked directly in its secretariat. Despite this 

common connection, however, participants were based at twenty different 

organizations. The sample included one academic with extensive involvement in 

education in emergencies programming and part-time aid workers such as 

consultants and one member of an emergency roster whose ‘normal’ job was not 

in aid work but who regularly engaged in emergency education consultancies, 

consisting of several months or even year-long trips.  

Table 3.1 offers a summary of the sample composition. There are slightly 

more females than males in the sample, which reflects the feminization of 

education in general. A range of age groups is represented, capturing individuals 

at various stages of their careers; the greatest proportion (35%) falls into the 35 to 

44 age range. Personal demographic data on relationship status was not 

systematically gathered, but the interviews revealed that at least two-thirds of 

respondents were married or in long-term partnerships. Given the focus on 

expatriates engaged in this type of work at the global level, Western nationalities 

dominate and all but one of the respondents are based in Western countries. About 

two-thirds of participants, however, had in the past held posts “in the field” (as 

opposed to the temporary field deployments that are common for everyone) and 

certainly some were considering moving into or returning to “the field” (as a 

reminder, “the field” refers to the locations in which development and relief 

services are delivered).  Respondents in the sample are highly educated, with the 
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majority holding master’s degrees and close to 20% doctoral degrees. For around 

half, their highest degree was in education (e.g. a master’s degree in international 

educational development), the rest primarily in social science or the humanities, 

and more than half had at least some K-12 teaching experience. A range of 

organizational types is captured, with the largest proportion (39%) based at 

international non-governmental organizations (INGOs). Similarly, there is a 

balanced distribution between respondents based at development, humanitarian, 

and what are called dual mandate or full spectrum organizations (though these 

distinctions are becoming less strict). The majority had been at their current 

organization 10 years or less; almost half had been there less than 5 years. And 

finally, the sample is balanced between people whose job was exclusively focused 

on education in emergencies/conflict and those for whom this work only 

constituted part of their job (e.g. they might also be working on more ‘traditional’ 

development).  

Respondents were asked a series of open-ended questions. There was 

some variation in the questions covered in each so as to accommodate additional 

topics or deepening of certain areas. In general, the first part aimed to cover 

participants’ journey toward working on education in humanitarian settings and 

how they understood the boundaries of this field, as well as their current work and 

professional plans. In the second part, participants were asked about the 

challenges they had experienced in their work on education in emergency 

situations and what they thought it took to do that work well, probing for 

experiences or situations that made them reflect on their work or professional 
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roles. The last part of the interview probed more explicitly for respondents’ 

opinions about professionalization in this field. The length of interviews ranged 

from 43 minutes to 2 and ½ hours, with an average of 71 minutes. 11 interviews 

were conducted via Skype; all others were conducted in person in coffee shops or 

people’s offices in Geneva, Oslo, New York, and DC – either catching 

participants attending meetings or at their usual base. Each interview was 

recorded with participants’ consent and transcribed verbatim. To analyze the data, 

I first read through all interviews, writing notes about interesting themes. I then 

utilized NVivo to conduct a first round of open, inductive coding of all interview 

transcripts, writing memos during that process and seeking the feedback of 

colleagues on emergent salient themes. I then consolidated the open codes from 

this first round into the themes reported on below, and engaged in a second round 

of focused coding of all interviews, using these consolidated codes. In reporting 

interview data, I avoid including information that could identify respondents in 

this relatively tight-knit community. 
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Table 3.1. Overview of Interview Sample (N=31) 
Gender 

  
Highest degree 

  Male 12 39% BA 1 3% 
Female 19 61% Doctoral 6 19% 

Age 
  

Masters (MA or MSc) 22 71% 
25-34 6 19% MPA 1 3% 
35-44 11 35% Teaching degree 1 3% 
45-54 6 19% Field of study (highest degree) 

  55-64 6 19% Education 16 52% 
65 and above 2 6% Science 1 3% 

Citizenship (overlap 
possible)   Social science or humanities 13 42% 

Australian (2x dual) 2 6% Has K-12 teaching experience   
British (3x dual) 6 19% NO 10 32% 
Danish 1 3% YES 18 58% 
French (2x dual) 2 6% Unknown 3 10% 
German 2 6% Current organization type 

  Guatemalan (dual) 1 3% Academic 1 3% 
Italian 1 3% Bilateral 4 13% 
Mexican 1 3% Consultant 4 13% 
Norwegian 5 16% Global network 3 10% 
Russian 1 3% INGO 12 39% 
Rwandan (dual) 1 3% Multilateral 6 19% 
Spanish (dual) 1 3% Emergency roster 1 3% 
Sri Lankan (dual) 1 3% Current organization mandate   
Swiss (dual) 1 3% Development 10 32% 
USA (4x dual) 13 42% Dual/full spectrum 8 26% 

Country of residence   Humanitarian 7 23% 
Germany 1 3% NA 6 19% 

Norway 6 19% 
Tenure at current organization 
(position may have changed)   

Qatar 1 3% Less than 5 years 12 39% 
Switzerland 6 19% Between 5 and 10 years 9 29% 
UK 2 6% Between 10 and 15 years 3 10% 
USA 15 48% More than 15 years 2 6% 

 NA 5 16% 
Has held field-based posts in the 
past* 

Current position is exclusively on 
education in emergencies & conflict   

NO 11 35% NO 16 52% 
YES 20 65% YES 15 48% 

*Note: This refers to actual field posts rather than temporary deployments. 
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Findings 

Diverse Paths and Moral Authority in an Emergent Field 

Collectively, the interviews illustrated diversity in people’s professional 

paths into and through the world of education in conflict and emergencies, 

indicative of the relative recentness of this realm as a field in which people can 

envision and plan a career. A few of those interviewed had been integral in 

driving the very early years of the field in the 1990s, getting involved in education 

for refugees after long careers as teachers or working in educational planning and 

development, at a time when terms like “education in emergencies” or “education 

and conflict” did not exist for international aid agencies. For some this started out 

as educating Western populations about refugees, as education for refugees in aid 

agencies had very low priority. They were key figures in pushing for education in 

emergency settings within their agencies and in collaborating with like-minded 

global specialists across different agencies, particularly in the context of the EFA 

meetings, which were so critical to the establishment of the field.  

Most of the respondents, however, became involved with the field as it 

was starting to consolidate more as a differentiated area of policy and practice, 

and yet they brought diverse backgrounds and angles to the work. Roughly two-

thirds had not had a substantial career outside of international aid. But even 

amongst them, there was a range of backgrounds and perspectives. While the field 

initially came out of the refugee and emergency experience, as illustrated by the 

early pioneers described in the above paragraph, one of its striking features has 

been the bringing together and blending of humanitarian and development 
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frameworks and actors in an increasingly broad range of educational interventions 

in conflict- and emergency-affected settings. The paths and backgrounds of the 

people interviewed for this study were reflective of this fusion. Some came into 

this realm from the educational development side (or, in a few cases, development 

more broadly) and continued to be anchored in that world. They tended to look at 

issues of conflict and crisis through a development lens – in some cases after 

having what they experienced as profoundly unsettling realizations that the way 

they were doing educational development was not suitable for conflict-and crisis-

affected contexts. Others had also worked in educational development, but had 

shifted into more explicitly humanitarian-focused education positions, either 

deliberately or because staffing shortages in dual-mandate organizations pulled 

them into humanitarian responses. Yet others came in through a more 

humanitarian path, either through work with refugees or through humanitarian 

reporting. Importantly, only seven respondents had worked exclusively for 

humanitarian agencies, reflecting the overlap of the field with development. 

Perhaps most interestingly, a third of respondents had had a substantial19 prior 

career outside of international aid (this includes the early pioneers). Primarily, 

these prior careers involved work as a teacher (sometimes internationally), but 

others had had careers in educational management or training, domestic nonprofit 

work, and, in one case, an unrelated industry.  

A number of universities today offer courses on the topic. Only three 

people had taken this perhaps most “professional” pathway, although the vast 

																																																								
19 I do not count as ‘substantial’ if someone worked 1 or 2 years as a teacher. 
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majority of respondents had obtained relevant degrees (see Table 3.1), often going 

back to university after some work experience. However, some of the youngest 

study participants took specialized courses in this field during graduate school. 

One respondent, for example, got involved after taking a graduate class on 

education in conflict and emergencies, recalling that she “hadn’t been introduced 

to the field before this course.” The other two specifically chose their graduate 

programs to specialize in education in emergency situations.  

Of course, these are the characteristics of a qualitative sample of 

respondents and are not necessarily representative. And yet the diversity of 

pathways depicted here serve to dramatize that while changes are afoot as a new 

generation comes in, for the vast majority of the people interviewed here there 

was no institutionalized professional path in and through the field. There was a 

striking amount of “randomness” in people’s trajectories, particularly for those 

entering the field as it was forming. To be sure, many respondents described 

planning and making calculated decisions about their work and going through 

formalized application procedures. However, without a set path and given a 

mobile line of work where much is unpredictable, short-term contracts are 

pervasive, and personal connections matter tremendously, there were also 

illuminating stories of serendipitous encounters and occurrences from which 

professional moves unfolded. Roughly a third of people mentioned incidences of 

more or less accidentally finding themselves “in the right place at the right time” 

or randomly finding out about positions or being recommended by contacts, 

without much planning. One person described “bumping into a guy from 
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UNHCR” while working in Pakistan in the 1980s and getting into the field of 

refugee education that way. Another one was introduced to refugee education via 

a random personal contact, having barely heard of UNHCR beforehand. Both of 

them turned out to be instrumental in building the education in emergencies field. 

Even as the field was consolidating, there were “accidental” entries. One woman, 

for example, explained that she “made a mid-career transition to education in 

emergencies, all through a rather unplanned and accidental routing.” Working as a 

teacher in the United States, she spent one summer in her parents’ home country 

and decided to stay for a bit. To have something to do, she applied for some work 

in development reporting, then got involved in teacher training for an 

international non-governmental organization, and when a simmering war 

intensified, the entire NGO operation became education in emergencies. She has 

been working in this field ever since.  

People often worked out the skills for the job along the way, being thrown 

into situations they felt unprepared for. One respondent, who entered this world 

later in life, recounted his first assignment:   

When I started off, I was supposed to go on an INEE Minimum Standards 
training but Mozambique flooded so when I went in to sign my contract and 
to sort out my flights, I was given a USB stick and a plane ticket and told I 
was leaving the next day for Mozambique (laughs). But I had a memory 
stick! Pity I didn’t speak Portuguese – that was a little bit of a problem. So I 
think when I started there wasn’t much [...]. 
 

In the absence of established structures, some people used their prior 

experience as a lens on new professional situations. A former teacher, for 

instance, described being worried about a lack of project management knowledge 

but then realizing that “when you’re a teacher, you are actually learning 
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management principles” and picking up a Management for Dummies book. The 

lack of an established career path and preparation thus allowed much room for 

individual improvisation. 

It also meant that claims around certified competence were not perceived 

as the only, or perhaps even the primary, source of professional authority. Almost 

every single person interviewed noted the importance of professionalization and 

“that we have gone from wanting to do good to having people who know their 

stuff,” as one person articulated it. And yet the interviews suggested a notable 

reliance on moral responsibility, as opposed to pure reliance on certified 

competence. Just under twenty people described their involvement in the field as 

stemming from a deep commitment that the delivery of education in humanitarian 

settings just “made sense on an innate level.” Only three articulated this explicitly 

in terms of a “calling” to this type of work, as expressed by one male respondent 

who had been instrumental in promoting the issue of education in emergencies as 

a global concern after a long career outside of international aid: 

I have a very strong sense of calling in this work.  I feel it’s what I was 
meant to do.  Does that have to imply a religious sense – maybe, maybe not.  
Is it moral – definitely.  Is it an ethic and moral imperative for me – yes, 
absolutely. 
 

However, even amongst those who did not explicitly frame their work as a 

vocation, there was a tangible sense that this was an area that morally called for 

action; for instance, one person compared their belief in education in emergencies 

and the struggles of convincing others with being “a very strong believer in 

religion” and it “being very difficult to understand why everybody can’t see the 

thing you believe in.” Related, a number of respondents described thriving on the 
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sense of pioneerism, in spite of many frustrations and obstacles. One woman, for 

example, had made it her difficult task to convince the development organization 

where she worked to take on a specialized focus on education in conflict-affected 

settings – at a time when education in situations of conflict and emergencies was 

not much on aid agencies’ radar. Motivated in part by displacement in her own 

family history, and commitment to conflict-affected people she had met, she re-

counted the struggles of making her colleagues see how education could be 

connected with conflict dynamics:  

You have to be very sharp and very convincing because you have to 
convince people of something they cannot see and at the same time there’s 
some excitement. You know, you’re unveiling something that people don’t 
see, so there is some excitement about it. So just everything comes with its 
horrible frustrations, but at the same time excitement. I’m sure that 
explorers felt the same way (laughs) […]. 
 

Of course, some of this is simply a reflection of what Roth (2015) calls 

“passionate professionals” in aid work more generally. Nevertheless, the strong 

emphasis on moral principle and pioneering fervor as opposed to purely technical 

task offers an interesting contrast to today’s institutionalization of educational 

development as largely technocratic activity. While development certainly used to 

have a more explicitly moralistic flavor, it over time became increasingly 

technocratic (Kothari 2005). Humanitarianism, in contrast, long maintained a 

moral type of authority, with a rebellious devotion to the human individual 

conceptualized as the heart of the humanitarian enterprise (Redfield 2012). 

Interview narratives around education in conflict and crisis as moral imperative, 

authorized by conceptions of education as a fundamental human need, point to the 

infusion of education with this humanitarian spirit in the field under study here. 
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This brought together a range of professional backgrounds and expertise in terms 

of the humanitarian-development spectrum, making for a rather fluid definition of 

the domain of work and its relationship to the more established field of 

educational development. The next section delves into these dynamics in greater 

detail. 

Defining the Professional Task: A Dual Role for Education 

A key enterprise for a budding professional community is to negotiate the 

content and contours of their work, particularly in relation to other professions. In 

the case examined here this entails defining education in conflict and emergencies 

as a specialized domain of work and articulating its relationship to the more 

established domain of educational development. My findings suggest that this 

process is far from settled and is complicated by the field’s positioning at the 

intersections of humanitarian and development work. While strict divisions into 

humanitarian and development spheres are starting to unravel, international aid 

continues to be deeply shaped by this historically constructed dichotomy in terms 

of funding structures, organizational orientations, human resources, and the global 

mechanisms that govern interventions in each realm. Education in conflict- and 

crisis-affected settings as a field sits at the intersection of these domains: it is an 

activity situated in or concerned with what are traditionally seen as humanitarian 

settings – violent conflicts, natural disasters, displacement crises – and yet 

education, in its predominant conception, tends to be about long-term 

development. As such, the field brings together actors and agencies from each 

side, which is reflected in my respondent sample. This positioning across domains 
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gave rise to a striking fluidity in terms of how respondents conceptualized what 

activities and situations counted as the professional task, and how they theorized 

its relationship to educational development.  

Many were highly critical of what they perceived to be an “artificial” and 

“technically non-sense” dichotomy between development and relief, which did 

not recognize, as one person put it, that “education in emergencies or not, it is 

education and if you look at it from the perspective of a child, it is their education, 

in whatever situation they are in.” But despite their artificial nature, the 

institutional divisions between development and relief in the aid architecture 

profoundly influenced people’s work. Respondents described substantial 

differences between humanitarian and development approaches, as 

institutionalized within the international aid sector and classically conceived. 

Traditional humanitarian work was described as more focused on life-saving, 

short-term responses that often bypassed national governments and local 

communities, instead prioritizing rapid international intervention. In contrast, 

classic development work was described as more focused on long-term, chronic 

issues, working with and through national governments and local communities. 

Many respondents highlighted perceived differences in personalities, for example 

describing the archetypal humanitarians (like Médecins Sans Frontières) as 

“cowboys,” “soldiers,” or “hard-core.” When I asked one woman what had 

attracted her to education in emergencies, she responded, laughing: “In some 

ways it’s my personality. And I think development people go out to dinner, 

humanitarians drink.” 
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Although the successful rise of the field is a powerful symbol for the 

dismantling of these institutionalized patterns, the fact that their work stretched 

across these divisions posed unique challenges for respondents. There were 

bureaucratic problems, for example with education in emergencies “falling 

between the cracks” in terms of funding - fitting neither short-term humanitarian 

nor long-term development funding structures. Many described unique 

contestations to their professional activity from humanitarian and development 

actors who did not recognize education in conflict and emergencies as a legitimate 

intervention sector, particularly early on. From development actors, the 

contestation was that conflict and crisis was humanitarian, not development 

business, and if anything, these issues were simply the same as poverty and did 

not warrant unique professional approaches. Indeed, one person working at a 

development organization noted that for a long time they could not even use the 

word ‘conflict’ in their work. From humanitarian actors, the pushback was that 

education was not life saving and should not be given a place in first-line 

responses to humanitarian crises.  

Today, these contestations have been substantially reduced, given the 

astounding success of the field in establishing its legitimacy in the past decade, 

although among many humanitarian actors reservations toward education remain 

strong. Importantly, however, the fact that their work straddled the humanitarian 

and development spheres offered respondents maneuverability in terms of how 

closely they linked their work on education in emergencies and conflict to one 

sphere or the other, enabling a striking diversity of theorizations about the field’s 
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professional domain. On one hand, a surprisingly broad range of situations and 

activities were described as possible areas of activity for the field.  Perhaps most 

obviously, respondents mentioned rapid onset emergencies like natural disasters 

and outbreaks of fighting, as well as chronic situations like long-term 

displacement and protracted violent conflicts. However, a number of people also 

mentioned less obvious candidates for involvement like crime and urban violence, 

contexts with weak state structures, and the countering of extremist activities. In 

spite of the field’s early roots in the refugee and emergency experience, its more 

recent embrace by a broader spectrum of both development and humanitarian 

actors means that its professional purview is in flux and people could envision a 

much broader spectrum of activities than the archetypical emergency.  

Indeed, the interviews pointed to a remarkable range of understandings in 

terms of the field’s affinity and relationship with educational development. As 

dramatized above, in their stylized versions humanitarian and development 

approaches differ substantially along important dimensions, including the extent 

to which they strive to work on chronic versus acute issues, tackle questions of 

prevention versus response, and work through existing local and national 

structures versus prioritizing international intervention. The interviews reflected a 

real diversity in terms of whether people situated their work on education in crisis 

settings more in one domain of approaches or the other. Not surprisingly, these 

positions tended to be shaped by their professional positioning and experience in 

the respective sectors. On one extreme, one man who worked exclusively in 

humanitarian spaces, sharply distinguished between education in emergencies and 
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educational development, and highlighted difficulties in working with 

“development people”: 

I think the way we look at it is the minimal possible input that we can do 
responsibly to ensure that children have access to trained professionals in 
classroom environments. […] There’s still not a huge number of EiE 
professionals out there and so in a lot of these emergencies, […] often we 
are working with educational development people and so a lot of what we 
do is ensuring that they have a common understanding that we are not 
working on chronic issues. We are working on the acute issues that result 
from the emergency […]. 

 
He explained that he had never considered development because he felt 

like it invaded national educational mandates like curricula and that he did not 

like to	“go in and see programs looking at things like peace-building.” His view 

illustrates a very humanitarian angle, approaching education work in humanitarian 

settings as focused on short-term, minimal input, and in relatively clear contrast to 

educational development work. For the vast majority of respondents, the 

distinctions were a lot less clear. Many working on the emergency education side 

of things did see their work as distinct from educational development, but 

emphasized the connections, describing education in emergencies as for instance 

“rapid response with a long-term perspective” and noting that countries often 

actually exhibited a mix of situations. Many who had a background in 

development but had shifted toward emergency work or who were doing both 

explained that they carried that development background into their emergency 

education work and how the two were actually much more similar than different; 

one woman commented “I can’t help but have it be across the divide; I wouldn’t 

ever only think about emergencies or only think about development.” A number 

of them argued that purely emergency education practitioners sometimes lacked 
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important knowledge that was well known to development folks, criticizing what 

they saw as too much of a “fire-fighting” mentality amongst humanitarians. One 

respondent who had a long background in development work, explained:  

I think the point is what I have noticed again and again is that people who 
haven’t come from a development mindset, it is very much fire-fighting. It’s 
about emergency, it’s about now, now, now and what I have noticed again 
and again is that when they set up a response, there’s often no exit strategy 
or transition strategy in mind […]. 
 

This tension between the short-term and the long-term was especially 

pronounced in protracted situations like refugee displacement: while refugee 

camps tend to be seen as typical humanitarian settings, many refugees are 

displaced for years, if not decades, which people explained necessitated a long-

term approach. Indeed, especially from development actors in this field the 

emphasis on chronic and protracted issues is growing. As one interviewee, who 

worked for a development organization, explained: “We are trying right now in 

everything we write and say and speak, to talk about education in emergencies 

and protracted crises.” In addition to the more humanitarian interpretations 

described above, my interviews thus highlighted a range of more developmental 

approaches to the issue, wherein people were often engaged in preventative 

endeavors around using education to prevent violent conflicts or natural disasters. 

One person who worked at a development organization but with a focus on 

education in conflict, described how her experiences really came out of “that 

nexus between when the acute emergency has run its course […] and it shifts over 

to development” and “we’re now not calling this an emergency but really it’s the 

same place as it was last week before they made that declaration.” For her, like 
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for some others coming from a development perspective, working on education in 

conflict and crisis was educational development:  

To me, this is educational development. You are not speaking to an 
emergencies person. So I think if I were coming from that entry point, I 
would see it very differently but, for me, it has always been about 
educational development. It’s just at the very early stages, right?  

 
Collectively, these findings indicate the absence of a taken-for-granted 

domain for this novel professional field amongst the global specialists interviewed 

for this study. This is not to say that individuals did not have strong views and 

interpretations, but the point is that routine understandings of the field’s purview 

and relationship to development are still in the making, as dramatized by one 

person’s hesitation: 

So humanitarian response in education I would always call education in 
emergencies. As to development assistance in countries affected by conflict 
or by crisis, I would still call it education in emergencies when you are 
dealing with an emergency. Now what’s an emergency? Now you get me 
wrong. (Laughs) I’m not a researcher. I’m not into definitions. It’s not so 
easy to define but what we are doing in Afghanistan if that’s not education 
in emergencies, then I don’t know what it is. I think there is a lot of 
overlapping. 

 
Evidently, the delineation of this new, specialized area of work and its 

relationship to the more established professional domain of educational 

development is still in process and complicated by the field’s straddling of the 

humanitarian and development worlds. Thus, respondents could conceptualize the 

issue as more narrowly or more broadly and as distinct, connected, or the same as 

educational development, depending on their professional perspective and 

positioning. Importantly, these were not necessarily conflicting opinions (though 

sometimes they pointed to frictions), but different lenses on a field whose 
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bridging of different domains and relative youth did not present its participants 

with institutionalized understandings, but allowed them to situate themselves 

more in one domain or the other, weaving across or distinguishing as necessary. 

One person expressed this most dramatically. Like alluded to by others, he argued 

that there were not two things (education in emergencies and educational 

development) but only one (education) and explained that “a good education 

specialist and even a good education in emergencies specialist will be ready to 

change at a moment’s notice.” 

 

Abstracting from Context: Work as a “Global” Professional 

Along with defining the professional task, professionalization involves the 

development of cognitive professional procedures and roles abstracted from 

concrete particulars. Specifically in international aid, Barnett (2011) describes the 

professional humanitarian as someone “whose expertise is not a place but rather a 

method, whose presence is always temporary, whose qualifications prioritize 

technique at the expense of local cultures and languages, and whose orientation is 

always home base, many thousands of miles away” (236). It is clear that at the 

macro-level, education in humanitarian crises has become such a globally 

abstracted sphere of work and policy. At the micro-level, however, my interviews 

highlight a contested process of abstraction from context. To be sure, respondents 

were clearly engaged in this type of work as international specialists and the 

interviews were telling of this delineation of an abstracted global sphere of work. 

One person described herself as an “outsider” during short-term field missions 
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around the world, noting that “when you’re floating and doing this drive-by-

development, dropping in on a parachute for a week or two, it’s hard to feel really 

like you’re on the inside,” although she also explained that she didn’t think that 

was necessarily bad because “now our people in the field are local hires” and that 

is “how it should be.” Covering a globe sometimes came with additional stress, 

with some people noting they hoped to be the kind of advisor to teams on the 

ground that they never had and yet never feeling like they could provide adequate 

support to each individual context. But people also highlighted their global 

positions as offering them comparative insights, or a big picture view of the 

world, enabling them to see connections across different contexts; one respondent 

described herself and her former headquarter colleague as “octopi” who “would 

suck things from this country into our heads and use it in another country.” Many 

also linked global work to the level of policy-making, strategy, and systemic 

change, which could sometimes be experienced as too theoretical or “way too 

much talk without much action”, as one respondent said, despite also finding 

satisfaction in that type of work. 

And yet my findings point to a rather partial and contested process of 

abstraction from context. For one, the interviews highlighted the continued 

importance of being embedded in context, or as it tends to be called in this line of 

work: “the field.” The “field” here refers to the countries where the actual work is 

taking place (e.g., Afghanistan), although it is a relative concept and can mean 

work in an organization’s country office in, say, Kabul or working far outside the 

capital in what is called the “deep field.” Of course, work “in the field” was often 
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taxing and all-consuming, particularly when based more permanently in insecure 

settings, and it is important to note that not everyone needed “direct field contact” 

to feel like they were making a difference. Even those for whom “the field” was 

“their joy” expressed ambivalence given the difficult tasks they faced in contexts 

where things could fall apart from one day to the next, professional failure felt 

personal, and separations between work and personal life dissolved. Granted such 

ambivalence, many respondents noted that being “in the field” brought them 

closer to the communities they were supposed to serve, humanizing their work 

and motivating them, as they were able to engage in action and see some 

immediate results of their work. One respondent, who was working in 

headquarters but had been on a number of field deployments of several months 

each, explained: 

 You feel very much in the thick of it, particularly my experience in South 
Sudan more than in any of the other responses that I’ve been involved in. I 
was actually living in an IDP camp up in rural South Sudan […] and you just 
felt soooo in it, you were living the emergency response as opposed to many 
times you are sitting at a computer, some office somewhere, editing a report, 
or emailing about some project. […] Those types of experiences were so 
much richer and they were so much more motivating than working more 
remotely, you know, supporting in more of an advisory role […] 

 
In addition, a number of people emphasized that it was important to them 

to “toggle back and forth,” as one person put it, between a big picture global 

perspective and the really detailed field lens, to avoid being “polarized on either 

end.” Perhaps most strikingly, however, it is clear that for all the professional 

abstraction that has accompanied the professionalization of this realm, extensive 

on the ground experience or, as one person called it, “a solid several years of real 

mud on boots,” is widely seen as essential professional preparation. Even in 
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headquarters, continued visits to the field are seen as essential to stay connected. 

A comment by a respondent who was now in headquarters after placement in 

various field locations dramatizes the issue:  

I remember, when I was in Sudan, I was like shall I stay one more year in 
Sudan or shall I go and take a Master’s degree in project management at 
Berkeley actually and then I thought one extra year in Darfur, in Sudan, it’s 
worth a Master’s degree. Maybe it would be nicer to be in Berkeley than in 
Sudan (laughs) but, yes, the experience that the field offers is unparalleled. 

 
This quote is illuminating because it illustrates his preference for field 

experience above what is perhaps the ultimate abstracted professional expertise: 

project management. A number of people made a special point that they only 

hired staff who had been and worked “in the field.” One person, for instance, 

argued that it didn’t matter whether someone ended up writing political papers or 

speaking points in headquarters, they had to have an understanding of “the field,” 

and “not only from reading about it, but really have felt it.” The majority of 

respondents had held field postings at one point in their career and of those that 

did not, multiple expressed experiencing professional insecurities resulting from 

their lack of field postings.  

Decisions to go “into the field” and even to travel to field locations while 

based in headquarters were often connected to considerations about family or 

personal relationships. Two-thirds of respondents mentioned family or personal 

considerations in influencing decisions to move into or travel to “the field.” 

Unlike ‘normal’ development work, fieldwork in this area is often based in 

dangerous settings where organizations do not accommodate families or partners, 

meaning that the toughest duty stations tend to facilitate entry for the most junior 
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practitioners with the fewest personal ties. Like others, one female aid worker 

explained how much she loved being “in the field” but how hard it was to balance 

with her personal life given the nature of field positions and reflected: “So I 

would say the two things that have influenced my trajectory the most has been my 

personal life and the desire to keep a relationship and the conflicts in the countries 

that I go to.” Another female respondent, who was still early on in her career, told 

me that going to Sudan or Afghanistan simply did not work with her personal life 

right now and was considering getting a PhD because she thought “to approach 

this work from a research perspective could be a way that I could add value 

without having to raise the ranks from being ‘in the field’ for 5 years.” The extent 

to which people were anchored “in the field” was thus mediated by their personal 

lives and considerations. But evidently, the need for some form of contextual 

embeddedness has not been displaced by the rise of this domain as an abstracted, 

technical sphere of work at the global level.  

Along a second dimension, global professional procedures and roles were 

still being negotiated. Reflecting broader processes across the aid sector, the rise 

of the field has been accompanied by a tremendous explosion of global-level 

programming tools and standards, perhaps most famously the INEE Minimum 

Standards, first published in 2004 and widely seen as seminal in putting education 

in emergencies and conflict on the global map. Today, the development of such 

global tools has been followed by attempts to re-contextualize them; the INEE 

website hosts a range of contextualized Minimum Standards, developed in various 

locations, and, perhaps ironically, offers guidelines on how to contextualize. This 
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complicated relationship between global standards and local contexts was 

reflected in my interviews. While many people mentioned the importance of 

global tools and standards in terms of giving recognition to the field and 

professionalizing the scene, tools also offered a great example of people wrestling 

with abstraction from context. One person took particular exception, arguing that 

each emergency was so unique that it did not make sense to come up with rules, 

one just had to “use common sense.” She commented: “Well, if you think about 

the INEE Minimum Standards, they were not able to write minimum standards, 

they had to write international standards, and so you can’t actually implement 

them.” Others thought what was needed were tools to understand the context 

better. One person, for instance, noted:  

There are so many tools and not much information. We need to know what 
to decide, right? This is the most appropriate for this context. And probably 
what is missing are tools to understand context because we are still looking 
at this mentality, we are trained in graduate school, we are trained in our 
institutions of this evidence-base that is generalizable - which is important 
but that’s just one level. 

 
Interestingly, those working on the most developmental end of the 

spectrum were often engaged in adapting generic global development tools in 

their organizations to conflict- and crisis-affected contexts; one person, for 

example, was working on adapting indicators that currently applied to the whole 

world to crisis-affected contexts, commenting: “Now again, they are still generic 

because it’s still a list that could apply from Haiti to Afghanistan, right? But it’s a 

less generic list than the previous one.”  

Additionally, many respondents were trying to define and justify their own 

roles in relation to local and national actors and colleagues. While experience “in 
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the field” is crucial, the valorization of technical, portable expertise and the global 

inequalities that underpin the international aid sector mean that international 

specialists occupy a very privileged position in the sector vis-à-vis national or 

local staff, at the same time as there is growing emphasis on hiring locals “in the 

field.” Many of the interviewees recognized their privileged position and 

understood and in many cases criticized that the global system operated to 

privilege Western “experts” rather than local or national ones. While by and large 

not questioning their own technical expertise, this seemed to indicate genuine 

concern rather than simply paying lip service to discourses of participation and 

equality. One person, for instance, highlighted: 

That’s a mistake I find that expats and organizations coming into disasters 
do time and time again – they push the local, the resources that they 
represent, aside and then they just take over. I think in Manila they had an 
office of some 70 people before Haiyan happened and then that expanded to 
at least double, coming from Geneva and New York, you know, and 
Norway and so on. I mean most people would probably be quite nice but 
then you also have people who can be very arrogant.  

 
Rather than taking their global professional roles entirely for granted, my 

findings illustrate that many tried to reconcile their own authority and expertise 

with that of local and national counterparts and crisis-affected communities 

themselves. For some, this came through in theorizations around their own 

limitations vis-à-vis their local and national teams in terms of deep knowledge of 

particular contexts, highlighting their own contributions as providing some 

distance, a comparative perspective, or technical guidance. Being young and 

female was noted by several people as diminishing one’s authority as “global 

expert” in many field locations. Moreover, a number of people described 
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differential contributions on their behalf, versus learning from national and local 

colleagues, depending on the level of “capacity” in a given context. Finally, there 

was a lot of discourse around what some anthropologists (Fechter 2012) term 

“professional concealment” in aid work. Some explicitly expressed discomfort at 

being labeled as “experts,” a label that did not recognize what people on the 

ground had to offer and, indeed, had taught them. Given these tensions, a number 

of people tried to reconcile their own roles vis-à-vis local and national actors and 

communities by thinking of themselves as “catalyst” or “bridge with international 

institutions” or being “service-oriented,” using one’s skills to resolve local and 

national issues “rather than being like this is the right way of doing this.” 

To summarize, my findings illustrate that while education in conflict and 

crisis has certainly become a globally abstracted sphere of work and policy, this 

process has been partial and remains contested. Respondents were evidently 

engaged in portable, global-level work, but there was a tangible sense that 

experience and grounding “in the field” remains the hallmark of what it means to 

be a professional in this line of work. Moreover, people were still grappling with 

the limits and possibilities of global tools and engaging in what tended to be 

experienced as problematic definitions of their global professional roles and 

authority vis-à-vis their local and national counterparts and crisis-affected 

communities themselves. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

This article has examined the recent rise of a global community of 

professionals specializing in the delivery of education in humanitarian-type 

settings and has examined this emergent sub-field of educational aid and its 

professionalization. Concretely, focusing on the experiences of 31 expatriate 

specialists working on education in conflict- and crisis-affected contexts, I have 

sought to illuminate how they understand and negotiate their professional identity 

and activity in an institutional field that has not yet stabilized and where 

professional roles and routines are still in the making. Findings illustrate that in 

spite of strong, and rather moral, consensus that this is where distinctive global 

professional intervention is called for, many professional boundaries and 

categories are still being negotiated. Pathways in and through the field are only 

beginning to emerge and most of those interviewed followed no set path, allowing 

for unplanned moves and individual improvisation. Boundaries around the tasks 

falling into the purview of the professional field are not yet institutionalized and 

the field’s straddling of the humanitarian and development sectors afforded 

respondents a lot of latitude in conceptualizing the content of their education work 

in crisis contexts and its relationship to educational development. Finally, findings 

illustrate a partial and still contested construction of this realm as a globally 

abstracted sphere of work, with grounding “in the field” widely perceived as 

essential and an ongoing negotiation of global professional roles and procedures.  

A critical insight from the literature on the professions is that 

professionalization and struggles for professional control take place in relation to 
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other professions (Abbott 1988). With the recent rise of education in emergencies 

and conflict as a professional field, it remains to be seen how the relationships 

between this new field and ‘traditional’ educational development play out in the 

future and what institutionalized patterns will emerge. Early on, while its 

advocates included practitioners from both sides, the field clearly distinguished 

itself from development as a way of getting specialized attention for education in 

crisis settings. Today, the tremendous success of the enterprise has meant its 

incorporation into the organizational strategies and programming of a broad range 

of agencies. In many ways, and as suggested by my interviews, this has brought it 

closer to educational development and sub-divisions and diverging approaches are 

emerging, particularly along the humanitarian-development line. A number of 

respondents certainly hoped that the future would hold blended professional paths 

and positions, but it remains to be seen how these patterns consolidate.  

A further unresolved issue concerns the question of how unique my 

findings are to the education in emergencies and conflict field. Some are certainly 

indicative of the dynamics and patterns involved more broadly in the 

professionalization processes that have engulfed the international aid sector at 

large. But it appears that the issues are magnified with this being a particularly 

dramatic case of a professionalizing transformation in process; there is likely 

more stability and less moralistic excitement in fields that are much more 

institutionalized as professional fields – like, for instance, traditional educational 

development. Moreover, the findings around the field’s positioning across the 

development and relief sectors and the negotiation of professional domain 
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connected to that are rather unique – although it would be interesting to examine 

other sectors that are similarly incorporated into both the humanitarian and the 

development sphere, such as health. In general, however, the volunteer legacy and 

moral basis of international aid work gives much reason to suspect that even in 

the more established intervention sectors, professionalization pressures play out in 

similarly partial and uncertain patterns, which could be a fruitful area for future 

research. Indeed, recently, sociological studies on aid work and 

professionalization are growing (see e.g. Roth 2012, 2015; Oelberger 2014).  

Finally, future studies should examine the experiences of local 

professionals engaged in this field of work, and could also focus on expatriates 

based locally at the time of research. I have been very explicit in focusing this 

analysis on the global-level work of expatriates, and the patterns and experiences 

depicted here are conditioned by that focus. While similarities and overlaps are to 

be expected, professionals hired locally likely experience the conditions of their 

work and their professional roles very differently, particularly in relation to the 

visions expatriates put forth regarding the relationships between local and 

international staff. The ways in which this novel professional field is being 

negotiated “in the field” and the interactions between such local processes and the 

more global ones depicted here thus offer a fruitful area for future research.  

This article has highlighted and examined the ongoing process of 

constructing education in humanitarian crisis settings as a novel professional 

domain in the international education sector. As there often is prior to a field 

becoming institutionalized, the findings highlight continued contestations and 
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debates, albeit an emerging consensus. The consensus is that this is a distinctive 

domain wherein global action and specific professional intervention are needed. 

Contestations remain around the field’s relationship to the more established 

professional domain of educational development and the question of how much to 

emphasize local and practice-based knowledge versus abstract principles and 

portable practices.  	  
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Dissertation Conclusion 

Collectively, the three articles of this dissertation contribute to our 

understanding of a significant global transformation. A mere thirty years ago, 

humanitarian contexts were by and large not seen as appropriate spaces for global 

educational interventions. Today, a highly organized global field has arisen to 

professionally deliver education in conflict- and crisis-affected settings. In 

contrast to the prevailing debates in the literature on the topic, this dissertation has 

problematized the emergence of this new global enterprise, interpreting it as the 

result of specific world cultural, historical, and organizational processes of the 

post-Cold War era rather than an obvious necessity. My arguments have largely 

emphasized the macro-institutional dynamics underpinning the formation of this 

new field, but I have also offered some insight into more micro-processes. At the 

macro-level, I have argued that education in emergency and conflict situations 

emerged as a specialized global field as a result of broader world cultural 

processes that generated the global normative and organizational infrastructures 

allowing international education professionals to push for the issue, by re-casting 

emergencies as threats to education and facilitating mobilization. I have depicted 

the successful reach of the global movement for education in emergencies, 

originally emanating from world centers, into the aid-dependent crisis zone, 

facilitated in good part by organizational structures at the world level. At an 

individual level, I have illustrated how international specialists working on 

education in conflict and crisis settings experience their professional identity and 
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activity, highlighting consensus and contestations in the making of this emergent 

professional field.  

In delineating how education moved from being primarily a development 

activity to its increasing entrenchment in the humanitarian space, this dissertation 

illuminates a major change in how the international community responds to 

violent conflicts and natural disasters – and how it envisions the role of education. 

A central insight of the dissertation is that this shift is conceptually interesting and 

important both in terms of its origins and in terms of its implications: it not only 

indicates a contestation of the earlier divide between relief and development, but 

also leads to balancing acts, in particular for education specialists whose work on 

education in conflict and crisis straddles the humanitarian and development 

domains. With education in conflict and emergency situations becoming an 

increasingly dominant intervention sector, the dissertation thus offers important 

contributions to our understanding of a global enterprise that is bound to 

profoundly shape the international education sector as well as national education 

systems in crisis-affected countries in the coming decades.   

Due to the limited scope of a dissertation, a number of important areas 

remain to be addressed in furthering our understanding of this phenomenon. The 

closing paragraphs of the dissertation thus set out a number of future directions 

for research. This dissertation as a whole is set at the world level; even in 

analyzing individual participants my analytical focus has been on global-level 

professionals. Along one dimension, much more research is thus needed on how 

this global enterprise plays out in educational interventions and professional 
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practices on the ground. Future work could usefully examine case-specific shifts 

toward the promotion of education in conflict and emergency situations in 

different national and local settings, as well as case-specific catalysts for and 

dynamics in the involvement of global agencies and professionals in these efforts. 

Moreover, research is needed on how the growing global focus on education in 

crisis situations has translated into projects and programming; in particular, future 

work should look at patterns and predictors of global educational investments in 

conflict and crisis zones. Given the complications around tracking funding to 

education in these settings, this important issue (a project in its own right) 

unfortunately proved to be beyond the scope of this dissertation. Finally, future 

research ought to be focused on how educational programming and practitioners 

embedded in conflict and disaster zones manage educational interventions in 

crisis situations on the ground, in particular with respect to the duality of 

education as both humanitarian and developmental.  

Along a second dimension, this dissertation has taken a birds eye view on 

the field, grouping together what by many participants are understood to be 

distinctive endeavors, so as to facilitate a broad, macro-institutional analysis. 

However, the distinctive frameworks and diverse classifications that are emerging 

as the field continues to mature are interesting and worthy of analysis. The 

findings of this dissertation suggest in particular that future analyses could 

usefully investigate how the issue is differentially incorporated in development, 

humanitarian, and dual mandate organizations. These different organizational 

settings have likely given rise to different types of internal organizational 
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struggles around the issue and unique ways of integrating it into the existing 

operations, frameworks, and mandates of organizations. While the argument of 

this dissertation has emphasized diffuse cultural processes, it is likely that these 

have interacted with organization-specific factors in facilitating or simply shaping 

the incorporation of education in emergencies into individual organizations.    

An important avenue for future research concerns the impact of education 

interventions in conflict and emergency settings. On one hand, of course, we need 

a much better understanding of the extent to which they fulfill their stated 

objective: to provide quality and equitable education and learning opportunities to 

crisis-affected children and youth. Future studies should focus on the impact of 

such education interventions on children’s educational outcomes (including 

educational ambitions, persistence in school, and learning outcomes), on psycho-

social issues like their sense of stability and normality amidst crisis, and on their 

sense of social belonging and hope for the future. On the other hand, future work 

could also usefully reflect on unintended outcomes of such interventions, 

particularly in relation to potential issues around unequal distribution of global 

educational resources in conflict settings.  

Finally, this dissertation has focused on the factors and dynamics that have 

been conducive to the rise of education in emergencies and conflict as a global 

concern and the people interviewed were strong believers in the issue. Future 

work, however, could offer interesting insights by focusing on the opposite: the 

arguments of those who may be less supportive of the notion that education in 

humanitarian crises is a pressing endeavor. While the advocacy around the issue 
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has certainly reduced the number of critics, respondents described continued 

resistance, particularly on behalf of the archetypal humanitarians. It would be 

interesting to conduct research about the issue among humanitarian actors outside 

of the education sector (for instance those involved in emergency medicine, or 

nutrition and shelter) to understand their views around the delivery of education in 

humanitarian settings. Such work would enhance our understanding of a broader 

set of opinions around education’s move into the crisis zone.  
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Appendix 

Table A1. Missing Data: Organizational Affiliations  

 Total members in 2008 New members in 2009 New members in 2010 New members in 2011 
  All Missing All Missing All Missing All Missing 

West1 837 53 (6%) 567 48 (8%) 643 55 (9%) 706 65 (9%) 
Asia 319 30 (9%) 196 18 (9%) 194 21 (11%) 285 18 (6%) 
Sub-Saharan Africa 419 41 (10%) 173 16 (9%) 278 21 (8%) 344 32 (9%) 
Middle East & North Africa 61 5 (8%) 86 4 (5%) 97 5 (5%) 90 15 (17%) 
Latin America & Caribbean 87 13 (15%) 40 6 (15%) 61 13 (21%) 96 19 (20%) 
Eastern Europe 13 0 (0%) 17 0 (0%) 22 1 (5%) 26 3 (12%) 
All regions 1736 142 (8%) 1079 92 (9%) 1295 116 (9%) 1547 152 (10%) 

 New members in 2012 New members in 2013 New members in 2014 Total members in 2014 
  All Missing All Missing All Missing All Missing 
West1 687 74 (11%) 585 224 (38%) 566 197 (35%) 4591 716 (16%) 
Asia 279 39 (14%) 190 67 (35%) 153 55 (36%) 1616 248 (15%) 
Sub-Saharan Africa 326 33 (10%) 275 100 (36%) 181 81 (45%) 1996 324 (16%) 
Middle East & North Africa 124 37 (30%) 149 45 (30%) 160 50 (31%) 767 161 (21%) 
Latin America & Caribbean 74 15 (20%) 124 59 (48%) 88 56 (64%) 570 181 (32%) 
Eastern Europe 16 4 (25%) 11 2 (18%) 10 4 (40%) 115 14 (12%) 
All regions 1506 202 (13%) 1334 497 (37%) 1158 443 (38%) 9655 1644 (17%) 

Notes:         
1 This includes North America, Western, Southern, and Central Europe, and Western Australasia (Australia and New Zealand). 
Source: INEE Members Database.   
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Table A2. Robustness Checks on Main Models (continued on next page) 
		 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Model FE negative 
binomial RE linear 

RE 
negative 
binomial 
(w/ USA) 

RE 
negative 
binomial 
(w/ 2008) 

Dependent variable 

Annual # of 
new 

members, 
2009-14 

Ln of 
annual # of 

new 
members, 
2009-14 

Annual # 
of new 

members, 
2009-14 

Annual # 
of new 

members, 
2009-14 

Reporting of results Incidence rate 
ratios Coefficients Incidence rate ratios 

Population (ln) 1.53** 0.35*** 1.54*** 1.72*** 

 (0.21) (0.06) (0.11) (0.13) 
Tertiary Enrolment 1.01 -0.00 0.99* 0.99* 

 (0.01) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
INGO memberships (ln) 0.64 -0.10 0.90 0.88 

 (0.20) (0.13) (0.15) (0.14) 
In conflict 0.92 -0.01 0.99 0.96 

 (0.11) (0.09) (0.10) (0.10) 
# of disasters 0.99 0.00 0.99 0.99 

 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
No members in 2008 - -0.40** 0.41*** - 

 - (0.15) (0.07) - 
Democracy score 1.02 0.02* 1.04** 1.04** 

 (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
West - 0.82** 1.56 2.65** 

 - (0.28) (0.50) (0.84) 
GDP per cap. (ln) 0.06*** -0.61 0.20** 0.19** 

 (0.05) (0.45) (0.11) (0.10) 
GDP per cap. (ln) ^2 1.20*** 0.05+ 1.12*** 1.12*** 

 (0.06) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) 
Under UN appeal 1.16 0.04* 1.32** 1.32** 

 (0.12) (0.02) (0.12) (0.12) 
Displacement/GDP per cap. (ln) 
 
 

1.04 0.05** 1.05** 1.05** 

 (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 
Constant 1499.45* -2.12 1.24 0.33 
  (5456.50) (1.91) (2.70) (0.73) 
Number of observations 906 960 954 960 
Number of countries 151 160 159 160 

+ p<0.1 * p<0.05  ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001 
    Source: INEE Members Database. 
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Table A2. Robustness Checks on Main Models (continued) 
		 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

Model Cross-sectional negative binomial  

Dependent variable 
Total # of 
members 
in 2008 

Total # of 
members 
in 2010 

Total # of 
members 
in 2012 

Total # of 
members 
in 2014 

Reporting of results Incidence rate ratios 
Population (ln) 1.52*** 1.57*** 1.45*** 1.35* 

 (0.18) (0.14) (0.16) (0.17) 
Tertiary Enrolment 0.97*** 0.99* 0.99** 0.98** 

 (0.01) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
INGO memberships (ln) 1.35 0.83 1.06 1.10 

 (0.35) (0.22) (0.22) (0.20) 
In conflict 1.03 1.12 0.85 1.61+ 

 (0.22) (0.23) (0.22) (0.42) 
# of disasters 1.07* 1.04 1.03 1.04 

 (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.05) 
No members in 2008 - 0.19*** 0.29*** 0.28*** 

 - (0.04) (0.06) (0.06) 
Democracy score 1.03 1.04+ 1.03 1.03 

 (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 
West 5.48*** 2.07* 2.57* 3.01*** 

 (2.53) (0.69) (0.95) (0.93) 
GDP per cap. (ln) 0.51 0.39+ 0.54 0.48 

 (0.33) (0.20) (0.33) (0.29) 
GDP per cap. (ln) ^2 1.05 1.09** 1.05 1.06 

 (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) 
Under UN appeal 1.59* 2.93*** 1.65* 0.78 

 (0.36) (0.59) (0.36) (0.18) 
Displacement/GDP per cap. (ln) 1.14*** 1.08*** 1.11*** 1.10** 

 (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) 
Constant 0.01* 0.14 0.16 1.28 
  (0.01) (0.29) (0.39) (3.24) 
Number of observations 160 160 160 160 
Number of countries 160 160 160 160 

+ p<0.1 * p<0.05  ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001 
    Source: INEE Members Database. 
         

	


